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The Kentucky State Bankers' Asso-
ciation Will Meet in Louisville
October icith.
Yesterday President Robots L.
Reeves of the First National bank
received from St. Louis the
plans for the proposed build-
ing to be constructed next year by
the bank at Third and Broadway,
vshere its pnebent quarters now stand.
The drawings show one of the most
beautiful structures to be found any-
where in this section of the country,
so, from a surface glance, the bank
lithoritOts are 'highly pleased. but
Vot make any decision until they
a fully gone ovaer the plans.
The new structure will take up
• the present bank building, and the
adjoining one. formerly occupied by
Mrs. Cora Williams Clark millinery
establishment. The site is as feet
wide and teo feet in depth.
The plans show that the first two
stories of the bulding will be
beautiful granite. while the eight top
stories will be handsome brick. The
bank will occupy the entire first floor,
the entrance to which will be about
where now stands the door leading to
Wm. Borneman's office which is on
the bank's second floor now. The
is private office of President Reeves
will be in the corner of 'the new
building, where now stands the
door that opens partly on ;Broad-
way and partly on Third street Be-
, tween the private office and entrance
Is the president's public office. Back
an the left hand side of the main
entrance is the teller's caged office,
while behind this is the accounting
and work rooms. To rest of the
building, and in the center rear, is
the directors' meeting room.
Right alongside the wall dividing
Vlaholeas' confiectionary from the
prevent adjoining building there will
be a corridor and entranceway, lead-
mg to stairs and double elevator
for this offices upon the top floors.
There will be two elevators. On the
firat floor will be the toilet rooms
for the ladies.
There are eight offices upon each
,4 door, except the tenth, where one
office is used for the toilet. These
• offiots are regulation size, and many
of them in suites.. In the rear cen-
ter of the building is an open court,
leading down from roof to a skylight
I on first floor, g'iv'ing plenty of light.
The dinectors room on the ground
Boor is directly underneath this open
coiNt. With this open court the
building in more or less "U" shaped,
and naturally the hallway running
on each floor is of the same shape
The plans are drawn by Barnett,
Hayes & Barnett of St. Louis, and
today the building committee of the
board of directors will go over the
dray:lugs which are being shown all
the officials of the institution. This
committee is composed of President
Reeves and Directors Gloorge Lang-
e staff and Frank If. Rieke.
Mr. Reeves ye.sticeday said a meet-
ing •of the directors would be with-
in a few days, and she plans official-
s ly passed on. They will go over
is • everything in detail, and suggest
whatever they deem necessary.
President Reeves yesterday said
they would work slowly all through
the winter months ;petting their
ideas, plans and everything steady,
so the contract can be lee and work
gotten started shortly after the first
of next year. While the new build-
ing is gout up the bank will use
some other place as temporary
• quarters. Theft plans are drawn
• upon the basis of $100,000 being ex-
., e vended.
Millinery Openings.
4 Tuesday and yesterday the milli-
nery establishments of the city held
their fall openings, which are con-
sidered the first real evidence of the
approacb of cold weather. Despite
the fact that it rained both days, the.—s_.
(Continued .ota 'Pugs Pour.)
NOW FOR ARMED RECOVERED PART
INIERVENTION OF THE LEATHER
ACCION OF THE MODERATES
LEAVES CUBA WITHOUT
GOVERNMENT.
COMPELS UNITED STATES TO
INTERVENE SECOND TIME
LIBERALS LOUD IN THEIR
DENUNCIATION OF PALMA
ADMINISTRATION.
Charge of Treason is Made.—Presi-
dent and Vice President to Ten-
der Resignations.
- V.
.fitavana, Sept. 26.—Cuba today is
practically without a government and
the landing of American forces to
restore order in the island is believed
to be the necessary outcome. Th.ia
moderate or government party abdi-
cate everything in the national, pro-
vincial and municipal government
and thus force the hands of the Am-
erican peace commissioners and thus/
compel the United States to inter-
vene for the second time in Cuba.
The Liberals, or opposing party, de-
nounce the action of the Palma ad-
ministration as treason but the con-
servative interests throughout the is-
land welcome the idea of American
intervention as being the only means
of securing an orderly administra-
tion of the island's affairs for any
lenglth of time. It is pointed out that
even if the American commissioners
succeed in establishing the Liberals in
power it would not insure pease in
Cuba and that the period of unrest
would continue indefinitely. The
government officials admit that they
prefer American intervention to eee-
ing the Liberal party in power.
To Tender Resignations.
President Palma at a special session
of congress, called for Friday, will
formally present the resignation of
himself and Vice-President Mendez
Capote, but it ir not centain that a
quorum will be present, as the Mod-
erates yesterday decided that they
would not have any further relations
with the government of Cuba, also
alleging unfair treatment at the hands
of the American commissioners. The
latter have plainly signified their dis-
gust at the conduct of the government
leaders and have practically aban-
doned their efforts to restore order
in the island except by the use of
force. Secretary Taft ha, pointed
out that the Cuban officials, instead
of co-operating with the American
commissioners, have erngaged in every
kind of obstruction with the object of
continuing their control of the gov-
erninent and have rejected terms of
peace proposed by the .Amercans,
which were honorable to President
Palma and his advisers.
DIVINE ABOUT
RECOVERED
REV.. BOURQULN HAS RE-
TURNED FROM BRETZ-
VILLE, IND.
Luther League Meets This Afternoon
With Miss Elsie Hoewischer—
W. C. T. U. Meets Today.
Rev. William Bourquin and wife
have returned from Bnetzville. Ind.
where the former has been confined
with an attack of Illness. He has
now about fully recovened from his
attack, and will be in his pulpit next
Sunday at the German Evangelical
church.
Lather League.
The Luther league of the German
Lutheran church meets this after-
noon with Miss Elsie Hoewischer of
South Third street.
•Momoolome1
W. C. T. U. Meeting.
The regular meeting of the W. C.
T. U. will be held this afternoon
at 3 o'clock in the lecture room of
the First Baptist church. The state
convention will be held at Nicholas-
vile, September 28th to October 3rd.
Able speakers have bleen procured
and a very profitable session is an-
ticipated.
Mite Society.
The Mite society of the German
Evangelical churoh meets this after-
noon with Mrs. Louis Kolb of an
South Fifth street
•••=••••...10•••.....1





WM. STANLEY CLAIMS THAT
PROPERTY IS WRONGFUL-
LY OCCUPIED.
Estate of Addie Howell was Ordered
Into Hands of Public Adminis-
trator Rudolph.
Another big suit has been filed
against the E. Rehikopf Saddlery Coin
pony, this one being by J. T. Kirk-
patrick and Company of Philadelphia,
Pa., which claims that Paducah firmi
owes it $11,018.09 for hundreds of
rolls of leather the Philadelphia house
sold the local concern. The Phila-
delphia people are represented here
by Attorneys Hendrick, Miller and
Mai ble.
In the petition the Kirkpatrick firm
contends that only a day or two after
about $5,000 worth of the leather
was received here the Rehkopf peo-
ple made their assignment.
On the lcirkpatriok people filing the
suit, Deputy Sheriff Clark Fortson
,,was given the papers, and found Ito
rolls of leather stored at the Cohan-
kus Manufacturing Company's plant
on Ninth and Boyd streets, where it
had been moved The deputy seized
the goods, but they were left at the
place on Starks-Ullman giving bond
for their retention.
Settle Property Estate.
Emmett Wood filed suit in the cir-
cuit court yesterday against John C.
Wood and others, requesting the
court to order sold some property left
by Peninah Wood, who died during
Mlarch, 1906 and left an estate. The
parties to the litigation are heirs of
the deceased.
Possession of Ground.
Win. Stanley, administrator of the
George W. Ratcliffe estate, has filed
suit in the circuit court to compel R.
P. Stanley arid John Bobo to vacte
some property they occupy, but
which land belongs to the Ratcliffe
estate. The administrator contends
the occupation of the land is wrong-
ful.
Deeds Recorded.
Property at Madison street and
Fountain avenue ha.s been sold by
Mary G. Palmer ,boT. H. Bridges for
$1,3e0 and the deed filed for record
with the county clerk yesterday.
The Starks-Ulhrian Saddlery Com-
pany bought from J. Andy Bauer for
$1,205, property at Seventh and Find-
lay streets.
B. A. Anderson transferred land
in the county to T. E. Anderson for
$t and other sonsideration.
J. W. Irion bought from Mrs. M.
B. Stiner for $soo property on North
Seventh between Campbell and Harris
streets.
John Herzog sold to Ellen Collier
for $125 land in the county.
Public Administrator.
Addie Howell's estate has been or-
dered by the county judge into the
hands of the public administrator,
Felix G. Rudolph, who will wind it
Up.
Attachment Suit.
Charley Wheeler filed an attach-
ment suit in the court of rdstice
Charles Emery yesterday against
Frank Stevenson to foreclose a $90
mortgage Wheeler has on Stevenson's
horse, wagon and growing crop of
corn., •
' Warrant Dismissed.
Justice Emery yesterday dismissed
the warrant charging James Jones,
colored, with cursing Andy Pryor,
colored, during a controversy out up-
on the Pool road
Fought During Carnival.
Olie Hasbon and Asbury Hashon
were fined $t and costs yesterday by
Jusfce Emery on the charge of fight-
ing Dan Farrin and Wm. GrSnmer
during the carnival week before last.
The two latter have not yet been
tried, it ,being understood Grimmer
has left the city.
SERIOUS MISTAKE.
Infant Given Chloroform by Mistake
by Small Child.
Word from Benton last night was
that about 6 o'clock in the evening
the 6 year old child of Mr. Phil H.
Thompson was giving the baby some
medicine, when it made a mistake and
gave the infant chloroform. The doc-
tors had to work quite a while before
the child was out of danger.
'W. R. HEARST PRISON DOORS GREATEST SHOW
NOMINATED CLOSE ON BANKER ON EARN
NEWSPAPER MAN SECURES
NOMINATION FOR GOV-
ERNOR OF NEW YORK.
IS ALSO NOMINEE OF
THE INDEPENDENCE LEAGUE
HIS VICTORY IN THE DEMO-
CRATIC CONVENTION IS
UNPARALELLELED.
The Most Powerful Elements of
New York City Were Against
Him—Jerome to Bolt.
Buffalo, N. Y4 Sept. 26.—Con-
gressman William Randolph Hearst
was nominated for governor by the
democratic convention on the first
ballot.. Hearst is already the nomi-
eee for governor of the Independ-
ence League, and his victory in the
democratic convention is something
unparalleled in New York politics.
The most powerful elemeeits of New
York city were against him, but he
went into the convention with such
a strong,following that his opponents
saw that further fight was useless.
The nominee is an ardent advocate
of public ownership and has been
a powerful foe to corporations.
JE.ROME TO BOLT.
Buffalo. Sept. 26.—"If they nomi-
nate a decent Republican at Sara-
toga I will go upon the stump and
plead for the defeat of Hearst," de-
clared District Attorney Jerome of
New York today at an adjourned ses-
sion of the Albany conference of anti-
Hearst Democrats.
"I will appeal for his defeat not on
the ground that it is a political issue,
but because the issue raised is that
of political freedom. We do not think
that it is a Democratic convention.
it is not representative. I for one
believe 1-e are entirely absolved from
any ob*ation to support a iiehmil
together In a back room fy Charley
Murphy, Pat McCarrasn and Tim
Sullivan.
"I believe it is the duty of this
conference to give unmistakable ut-
terance to their belief that this con
vention was not Democratic in any
scnse of the word."
RAILROAD
MAN DIED
REMAINS OF MR. HENSON TO
BE SHIPPED TO GILBERTS-
VTLLE TODAY.
Conductor James Arnold Stabbed by
Drunken Negro Aboard Train—
Steam Heating Plants.
This morning the remains of Mr.
C. T. Henson will be Shipped to
Gilbertsville for burial, he having
died yesterday shortly after noon at
the Illinois Central railroad hospital
ass result of being accidentally shot
last Monlay near Dycusburg, Ky.
The, deceased was a bridge car-
penter employed by the railroad, and
wHile he and another were examining
a rsivolver it was discharged and sent
a bullet into his abdomen. creating
a fatal injury. The deceased was 23
years of age and single.
Conductor Stabbed.
Word Yesterday from Memphis
'was that Monday nght Conductor
James Arnold was stabbed while
aboard 'his train by a drunken negra,
who was arrested. The conductor
I. not seriously wounded, and was
Wren to his borne in the Bluff City.
He is well known in Paducah, where
he has lived all his life, with excep-
tiol of the past few years.
Steam Heating Plants.
Mr. W. M. Taman has arrived here
from Chicago tot arrange for in-
stallation of steam heating plants at
the Union depot, and also at the
rocndhouse and other buildings.
—The doctors composing the
Academy of Medicine for this city
have been holding their meetings
each Tuesday night at the library
t from now on will conduct thiem
every Monday evening at the Eagles
lime on Sixth and Broadway.




GUILTY TO TWO INDICTMENTS
ON FIRST FINED $120 AND
SENTENCED TO i TO 8
YEARS.
On Second Was Given an Indeter-
minate Sentence of One to Four-
teen Years.
Chicago, Sept. 26.—Paul O. Stens-
land, the self-confessed embezzling
bank president, arrived in Chicago
this morning at 8:30 o'clock.
At the La Salle street station a
great crowd awaited the prisoner on
the twentieth Century Limited in the
custody of Assistant State's Attorney
Olson and Detective Kinder.
Stensliand was taken at once to
the office of State's Attorney Healy,
where he underwent a rigid cross-
examination.
Three hours after the arrival he re-
ceived a penitentiary sentence for
wrecking the Milwaukee Avenue
State bank and at i o'clock was on
his way to Joliet. He pleaded guil-
ty to two indictments. On the first
he was fined $120 and sentenced to
one to five years. On the second he
he was given an indeterminate sen-
tence of one to fourteen years. In
case of good behavior these sentences
vt'll amount to ten years.
For story of chase, capture and re-
turn to the U. S., see page a.)
'JIMPSON" WEED
SEEDS CAUSE DEATH.
Child Eats Contents of Burr and
Convulsions Follow.
Auburn, Ky., Sept. 26.—While out
Iii the yard playing with other chil-
dren, Burmie Roy, the little twenty-
LA Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Hurt, tore open tile "hiffr.hr
"jimpson" weed and ate the seeds.
At noon the baby went to the table
and ate a hearty meal. Thepar ents
noticed a breaking out on the little
one's face. Later the child's sight
began to leave him a chitben he was
seized with convulsions, and bad one
after another until he died.
Kidnaps Child at Litchfield.
Litchfield. Ill Sept. 26.—Mrs. J. C.
Marty of Eldorado, Kan.. arrived
in Litcrfield today and kidnaped her
to-year-old daughter, Helen. The
fattier, who resides here, is in pur-
suit and is determined to prosecute
Mrs. Marty. The child was in school
when she was kidnaped.
SPEAKING FOR
TOBACCOGROWERS
TALKS MADE YESTERDAY AT
MASSAC BY SEVERAL
PARTIES.
The Gathering For Last Evening at
St. John's Was Called Off on
Account of the Rain.
Yesterday the first speakings were
conducted by the Dark Tobacco
Growers Association of this county
and quite a large crowd gathered
to hear the orators talk upon the
benefits to be derived by the growers
affiliating with the organigation. The
sting was conducted at Mlassac,
and during the afternoon speeches
were made by Colonel Gus. C. Sin-
gleton, Judge R. T. Lightfoot, At-
tortrey Eugene Graves and Mr.
Charles E. Graham.
It was intended to hold another
gathering last evening at Lone Oak,
'but the weather prevented. Tomorrow
evening they spealc at St. John's
school house. tire following afternoon
at Ragndtale, and Saturday night at
Rossington.
The object of these meetings is to
stimulate additional interest in the
organization Then when a buyer
conies along and wants to purchase
the crops of any member, he has to
buy through the association, which
fixes the price. If the organization
can get all growers to join, it will
control the tobacco market.
Many new members were gotten as
result of the meeting yesterday while
it is believed numerous others will af-






---T00 BIG TO GIVE PARADE
FIVE LONG TRAINS OF DOTI'
BLE-LENGTH CARS DUE TO
ARRIVE THIS MORNING.
Tents Will Be Erected at the
Grounds Back of the I. C.
Machine Shops.
This is circus day
But who needs to be reminded of
that fact? There is something in the
very air of circus day that breathes of
sawdust, and spangles, and red lem-
onade, and elephants, and laughing
hyenas, and acrobats, and airy-fairy
riders, and a thousand other things
associatedr in dreams and in reality
with the white tents
To be sure, there are circus days
and circus days There is the circus
day that brings the little two-by-four
ring show that an avalanche of gau-
dy preliminary billing has promised to
be the "most colossal aggregation of
wonders that the world has ever
looked
„....,
' and which is simply ri-
diculous because it is so different
There is, too, the circus day that
brings the show that, on a modest
scale, honesty lives up to its pre-
tensions. But aftr all, there is only
one really big circus day, and that is
when the Barnum & Bailey Greatest
Show on Earth comes to town. And
that is not surprising in view of the
magnitude of this great amusement
institution.
To any one who really cares to
study the difference between this and
other shows, there will never be a
better opportunity than will be afford-
ed today. Only, to see it all--to make
a fair and just estimate of the resourc-
es of the show, and in that way be
prepared to make the inevitable coin-
paviserne—rtise seediest must have got
up very early this morning. If he
d;d so, he saw some surprising things
suggestibe of magnitude He raw
down in the railroad yards five long
trains of double length cars filled
with the paraphernalia of the shaw;
he saw wagon after wagon unloaded
and started with their splendid half-
Percheron teams toward the show
grounds; he saw thirty elephant, and
twenty camels lope down the run-
ways of their big box cars, and he
remarked nearly fifty dens of other
animals lined up for the procession
to the lot. A little later, when he
goes out to 0* show grounds. he
will see the contents of those great
wagons metamorphosed into mam-
moth pavilions; he will see a vast hip-
podrome tent, with seats for 14.800
persons, and furnished with npera
chairs and all the comforts of a mod-
ern theater; he will see a world of
aerial rigging on which a great num-
ber of mid-air performers will give a
series of startling acts; he will see
three rings and two stages which hun-
dreds of riders and acrobats arid spe-
cialists from all parts of the world
will utilize, at the afternoon and
night performances, the very limit
of arerric accomplishments; he will see
the remarkable apparatus used by
Miss Isabelle Butler in the "Dip of
Death," and the Boller brothers in
their startling bicycle "thriller," the
two twirls of terror:" he will find in
the adjoining pavilion, which is it-
self larger than the main tent of any
other circus, the most complete col-
lection of wild animals in America,
including four specimens of the al-
most extinct giraffe and the only bi-
horned rhinoceros in America; and in
the stables he will discover over five
hundred horses of almost priceless
value If these things do not satisfy
him in regard to the surpassing mag-
nitude of the show, he is past convic-
tion, or worse still. a dyspeptic.
THE SIZE OF THE SHOW.
Here are some facts of the size
of the arnum & Bailey show:
Conceded to be the largest and
most complete amusement enterprise
in the world.
Five years of continental tours in
Europe.- electrifying and amazing
thirty nations. • Thirty-two years in
America, playing on an average to
five million people each year.
Eighty seven cars.
'Jne thouFand and sixty-five etb-
plorm
Six hundred and ninety horses.
(Continued on Papa Three.)
,
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STORYOF STkNSLAND'S CAPTURE'full MI burdens. „We would then return
,and he- wodid be relieved of all
des,- 
and begins tile struggle anew.AND RETURN TO U. S.
(Tuesday's Chicago Chronicle.)
Stensland arrived at New York
Monday on the steamship Prinz Adal-
bert. The vessel was overdue some
twenty-four hours. It is not equipped
w;th a wireless telegraph service, so
'nothing was heard of her until she
passed Fire island just before noon.
At about 4:15 in the afternoon her
prow showed) in front of the walls of
Fort Wadsworth at the Narrowsoo
those who were patiently waiting on
a tug at quarantine station in the up-
per bay.
The smaller vessel was filled with
national, state and city officials, each
of whom had something to do 'with
taking formal possession of the re-
turning fugitive; newspaper men and
photogradhlers. As the Adalbert
came into view the tug wheeled about
and headed down the bay to meet
her. The two met not far from the
fort and came back toward the har-
bor side by side and lashed together.
. Assistant State Attorney Olson of
Chicago, who had Mr. Stensland net*
inally in charge, appeared at the up-
per deck and it was soon learned
that the former banker was safe and
well. Mr. Stensland himself did not
put in an appearance.
Opposite quarantine a baby launch
with a yellow flag, which carries the
health officer back and forth as he
makes his inspections of incoming ves-
sels, appeared, ran alongside and the
doctor hurriedly examined the pas-
sengers aboard the Adalbert Until
this was done no one, not even the
customs inspector, could board the
strip or anyone leave it.
Banker Transferred to Tug.
In the meantime it was arranged
by the use of megaphones between
the towering uper deck of the ocean
liner and the mite of a tug at itee.side
that Mr. Olson and Mr. Stenland
should. be transferred to the tug as
soon as the customs officer could pass
on their baggage. These prelimina-
ries occupied nearly an hour.
Then came the psychological mo-
ment for which so many had been
waiting. Mr. Olson first appeared
and directly behind him the form of
a portly and aged man who seemed
like one carrying a weight too heavy
even for his broad shoulders. He
acted as though afraid to take the
few steps ahead of him to the edge
of the high deck, not that he would
fall, but because they would bring
him into a world which he had never
known before—a world of shame and
scorn.
He . descended the perpendicular
ladder reaching down to the deck of
the midget vessel below and a few
-steps further brought him to the cap-
tain's cabin. The door was closed
behind State Attorney Olson, Detect-
ive Kinder of Chicago and and two
local detective sergeants who had
beetle detailed to make the arrest.
These men were closeted together for
a half hour or so and the formalities
of putting the law into execution
were concluded. At this point Stens-
land became a legal prisoner and in
the jurisdiction of the state of New
York
The son declared that the father
had nothing left that he could call
his own except what was left of the
$16,000 which he took to Mbroccer
with him. It developed through Mr.
Olson that this money is still in the
bank in Tangier. It was the eon's
belief 'that this money would be
turned over to the creditors of the
bank as an additional asset.
Pinkerton. Follow Olson.
'Attorney Olson was followed by
three Pinkerton detectives who were
bent on securing the $7o,000 reward
offered for the banker's arrest.
Reaching Tangier, Olson found that
Stensland had been there, but had
departed. He traced him back to
Gibraltar, whence he learned he had)
sailed. on the same day for Mogador,
on the steamer Oldenburg. The Old-
enburg was to make Tangier her first
port. Olson obtained a special steam-the old man had been grievously er a few hours after the Oldenburgsinned against. He seemed to 'know had sailed and turned) .back to Tan-a good deal more about the case than •
trier•he would tell, but was not chary " Stensland had gone ashore Whileabout indicating that Hering and
the vessel waited arid his pursuersFrantzen were veritable fiends. 
said that others were implicated in the 
followed. He had assumeact the name
downfall el- the- unfortunate nran, it of "Paul Olsen." They came upon
he would give no indication of who hem in the postoffice at Algiers
they were. while he was writing on an envelope
That M. Stensland's evidence,
could it be corroborated, would make
quick work of them, was a plain in-
herence from what Mr. Olson said.
;It was an interesting point in Mr.
iStensland's methods of doing busi-.
ness that in spite of what appear to
be criminal integtdatitieil thee h
'something to show in the smallest
detail for every dollar that has disap-
peared from the bairic.
help to send to the penitentiary those
who were responsible for the theft
of thousands, perhaps hundreds of
thousands, of dollars and wrecked his
business. He cannot go into details
at present, but he will tell the 'truth
as he knows it and the guilty will
have to suffer."
Young Mir. Stensland would not say
who the men were who would be
charged with the forgeries of the
fraudulent paper found in the bank's
vaults, but he would not deny that
two of them were Cashier Hering and
the cashier's predecessor, Frantzen.
Olson Champions Prisoner.
Assistant State's Attorney Olson
substantiated 'what the son had said
and his talk indicated that he believed
ti address where he wished 'his mail
esnt in Mogador. He did not sec
them approach. Olson clapped him
on the back as he was welting the
name "Olsen" and said: "Better
change that to Stenssland."
"And make the receiving place
Chicago," added Olson's companion.
Stensland faced the men without a
quiver, refilled his peen and calmly
continued to write, "Paul Olsen, careHe denies having committed' forg- British postoffice, Mogador, Westery. That might be true, so far as 'Africa." It was his answer to theirsigning the names of others to notes, pointed- suggestions. He told thembut he was confessedly guilty of using
by 
that they could not detain him inpaper that had been forged 'prtl- !Morocco and smiled defiantly.ers, which, under the law, is nothing I
less than forgery. Quarrels With His Captors.
Mr. Olson would not say whether 1 There were loud words and a crowd:Stensland ws, likely to be held on :of Moors collected. Word was sent
* the double charge of forgery and ,to the American legation and Iega-;embezzlement, but he certainly would ;tion guards hurried to the scene.;be on the latter; in fact, he had' al- jUnited States Minister Gummere!ready confessed this guilt. Like the made inquiries and promised to de-younger Stensland, Mr. Olson would tain tSensland until the matter was;not answer any specific questions referred to Basha Sid Cador.
'about the charges against the pris- The basha received Olson and hisloner. companion the next day. They found
Olson Talks of the Chase. ihim a Moor of ample girth, surround-
Mr. Olson gave an interesting re- ed with barbaric splendor. He us-
view of Mr. Stensland's journey from :tened to their case and at its con-Chicago and his capture. He would 'elusion asked them if they wishednot discuss the source of the iniorma- Stensland beheaded, flogged or whip-tion which put him on the banker's
trail, but he learned that he was
bound for Gibraltar and thither he di-
rected his own journey in pursuit.
At Gibraltar he was traded to a small
'town in the interior of Spain and
nduced to return to Tangier.
I • He was traveling under the name of
IP. Olsen, the first part of his real
Father and Son Shed Tears.
This business over the door was
throw open and Mr. Stensland's son.
Theodore, who has been awaiting
his arrival for several dkiys, was per-
mitted to enter. Previous to this
time he had withdrawn to an obscure
place and had not looked upon his
father's face nor had the father seen
the fate of the son.
It is a common thing to say, "It
was an affecting sscene." Guilty of
crime or not, there was no doubt the
depth and truth of the love which
the two, father and son, felt for each.
other. No mother ever dew her boy
closer to her heart and no child could
have kissed its good mother more
fervently than did each of these two.
The eyes' of both shed tears and it
was 'with apparent difficulty that
they each could keep from crying
outright.
Both soon composed. themselves.
The son sat by the father's side and
they began to talk of the things that
were uppermost in the minds of all.
They were left alone, with the excep-
tion of the guarding officer, 
lot',sonic time. At the conclusion of he
conference the son made a formal
statement.
"My father is tired and does not
wish to he asked any questions," he
said. "He has requested me to say
to the newspaper men that he appre-
ciates highly the courteous treatment
he hal received. He is in good
health, a far ,different man physically
and mentally from the one he was
when he left Chicago.
Denies Father Is a Thief.
"I am delighted to know particu-
larly that his mind is clear and that
my fears of mental collapse have no
apparent foundation. When he left
his home in Chicago I had reason
to believe that he was not in his right
mind. Whatever may have caused
this condition, it was ominous.
"The charges that have been made
against my father are untrue. He is
no thief nor defaulter. He has nev-
er taken a dollar from the bank that
did not belong to hint If there is a
shortage of more than $40o,000 in
available assets then it must be
charged to others.
"MY father has never committed
forgery, but he will go back to Chi-
cago willingly and plead guilty to
what the law calls embezzlement. He
will then turn state's evidence and
peel on the soles of the feet. He was
willing they should make their choice.
They answered that they sought
only permission to convey Stensland
to the United States. This was grant-
ed immediately. The beetle provided
then back to Gibraltar; thence to Tan- a guard of six husky Moors and !ri-
tzier. and flantly to a ship headed for 'stead of the Caseabar dungeons.
Magador, on the west coast of Al- iwhere there is disease, a house was
rica Here he was overtaken and secured for the prisoner. Here Stens-
land, surrounded by his dusky guard's,
was detained. They found him sip-
ping a copper mug of tea strongly
;name, but so indifferent. apparently, ;infused with peppermint one after-
to the idea of identification that he noon.
overlooked the fact that his full I "You drink that as if it tastedname was printed in large letters on good" they said.
his luggage in full view of every pass- Stensland shoolc his head. "If I
erby. don't drink it these Moors will cut
He made no objection to returning imy throat," he said, and drained the
to Chicago and voluntarily explained cup.
all the questionable conditions and. Feared Capture by Raisuli.
transactions of the bank. Mr. Stens- His guards struck one day for more
land made no signed confession, ac- pay and the prisoner was in terror
cording to Mr. Olson. but there is be- lest his guards refuse to guard him
lieved to be no doubt that he will Raisuli, the bloodthirsty bandit, had
substantiate the verbal confession learned of Stensland's presence and
sdell-drrounded rumors were heard,
that Raisuli was bent on capturinpr
the rich American who had about
$12,000 in the Tangier bank. Olsen
When Mr. Steisland. toofk his and the former's companiops and
train at Chicagodin July 76 when he Stenciled were more concerned led
began his hurrifd flight, Mr. Olson Raisuli capture them than over any
learned. from him, he was so ill that other peril.
he collapsed on the train and was un- The three men crossed to Ceibrahar
conscious four hours. The train and sailed on September 12 Stens-
bands took him into a state room and and once on shipboarl explained that
labored hard to rescue him from what he had a fainting 7s ell while c 'inhaled
was thought to be his ermine( death. in his house prison in Tangter and
He bad with him about $14,000, every had fallen front his bed. The inc-
dollar of which was his personal dent had been reported to Olsen a,
property. S:x thousand dollars if it attedated
eame from a personal real estate The tug in which Stensland was
transaction and most of the remainder haken from the Prinz Adalbert dock-
from the cash value of a life insur- ied a pier No. 3. East river, and a car-ance policy and his unpaid !salary as riage was summoned. Stensland N%ai
president of the Fimwood Cemetery taken to police headquarters. where
association. 
,
said 'he was aged (lo. a banker byIt was old of the peculiar phases ,oc cupation, born in Norway and liv-of the case that he could have drawn iing in Chicago. The was assignedfrom a New York bank at least $3ood ,to cell No. N. in which were locked000 which was depossited there in his !up several of the .boodle aldermen inname, but it was not his money and ;Tweed days.
he would not touch it. He could have Sergeant Funston, before whomrealized at short notice on $25osmo Stensland was arraigned', gave ordersworth of securities and did not do it. tthat Doorman Burden watch the pris-Mr. Stensland sailed from New oner closely throughout the night.York on the steamship Payonia on ,Theodore Stensland called late atJuly 17 and debarked, as already night and requested that his fatherstated S at Gi•braltar. Once well awai .be assigned to more comfortablefrom the scenes of financial trou- quarters. He was told that the re-tiles, he began to recover his health. quest was impossible.
Crazed by His Misfortunes. An interesting incident developedThe son was asked why his father on the tug which took the officialsShonld have run away if others were and newspaper men down the bay tothe guilty parties rather than he. He meet the incoming steamship. Thesaid his father had been driven fairly cabin boy, who would not give hiscrazy by the unfortunate conditions real name, butt said he might bein which he ultimately found himself called "Rift," was aehlorwegian. Heand by the treachery of his bank offi- was a rather bright looking lad of 14cials. He was irritable beyond all pre- or thereabouts and' attracted attentioncedent in his life and hardly seemed by the statement that he knew some-to realize at 'times what he was do- thing about the big banker which thein. 'party was going down the bay to get.The son's belief was 'that he went I He said his father was a native ofaway to escape troubles which be the town of Stavanger, Norway, andcould not shake off with the hope, ;that he, "Bill," was born there. Iteven though his business should he' 'wan in thi, town that Me. StenslandClosed tip, that the clouds would pass was in business in his early life. He,away and he could return. Evident- ,Stensland, had afterward gone to N-V he contemplated that more when ;die, where he was a ship chandlerhe started than a journey through Afterward he went to America andEurope. At the end of a month per- such reports of his dprosperity andhaps his creditors would be paid in ithe high honors conferred upon him
when placed on the witness stand in
Chicago
Ill When Hi Began Flight.
RESIDENCE FOR
POPULAR RL
HOME WILL BE COMPLETED
SOMETIME THIS WEEK AT
MAYFIELD.
Popularity of Miss McLane Is At-
tested by the Snug Abiding Place
Built by Her Friends.
The new home built by popular
subscription for Miss Ethel McLane,
the victim of an assault committed by
the late Allen Mathis, a negro, will
be completed this week and turned
over to her.. The only near relative
here is her mother and they will re-
side there. They are at present at
the home of Miss McLane's brother
in Calloway county, where Miss Mc-
Lane is quite ill, having never re-
covered from the effects of. the as-
sault committed July 25, says the
Mayfield Messenger.
The house is on West Broadway
near the home of Ira Davis. The
lot, valued at trio was donated by
Mr. H. C. Neale, of the Exchange
Bank and the money to buiki the
house was secured through the un-
tiring efforts of Mr. Riley Allen who,
immediately after the heinous crime
was committed on Miss McLane, be-
gan to solicit funds from the public
with which to erect the house. The
house has so far cost $58o and only
$555 has been subscribed
There will be a larger cost than
$580 before the house is completed
as a fence and other necessary ad-
juncts will be needed.
The house is a beautiful four-room
frame cottage, with a reception hall
and back porch. Mr. Allen has sup-
erintended the work on the building
ever since it was begun and has been
faithful throughout. He deserves the
everlasting gratitude of the people of
Graves county. for there are fsw peo-
ple who would have shouldersd such
a task, the trouble, the expense and
time to have performed such a char-
itable act. The people who sd liberal-
ly donated deserve the greatest bless-
ings that could be bestowed upon
them.
Mr. Allen 'stated that the citizens
of the Water Valley had been ex-
tremely liberal as $32 was sent from
there for which be is very israteful to
them.
Mr. Allen says the fund is not
quite large enough to make the build-
ing of the house complete and is yet
receiving donations from any one
who wishes to do so.
The entire number of persona who
have resopnded anct donated to Mr.
Allen has reached the . namber of
920.
 1.5.111%.
GAMBLING DENS MAY BE
ASSAILED BY THE NAVY
Secretary Bonaparte Asked to Help
Save Sailors From Vice.
Weshington, D. C., Sept 26—Dur-
ing his brief stay at the n ivy depart-
ment today ,Secretary Bonaparte had
a conference with F. H. Brown of
Vallejo. Cal., regarding the efforts of
the people of Vallejo to eradicate
frem that city, which is the seat of
the Mare Island navy yard, the gem-
bling dens, brothels and 1, w saloon'.
Mr. Brown presented to Secretary
Bonaparte affidavits and other evi-
dence tending to show de t employee
of the navy yard and the United
States sailors and marini were be-
ing made the victims of these dens
of vice, and he asked the. the secre-
tary use the influence of die govern-
ment to assist the people Vallejo in
remedying the evil.
The secretary promised to give the
matter his personal attenti .11
NEAR A HORRIBLE DEATH.
Dragged Between the Upper and
Lower Saws in a Sawmill,
and May Recover.
Bluffton. Ind . Sept. ' 26 —Robert
Bennett was dangerously injuredi by
being dragged between two saws in
the Mercer Lumber company's caw
mill. He was filing the large saw
used for logs when the engineer ,start-
ed the machinery. The saw caught
his clothes and dragged his body be-
tween the large a w and the saw of
smaller size overhanging
Five holes one and a half inches
deep were inflicted in his left leg
and four holes in his back. The ma-
chinery was stopped in an instance
or he would have been killed. It i•
believed that he will recover.
The port of London was entered
in 79o5 by 27,098 vessels.
cense back to 'his native town that the
father, of the boY often held him up
as a worthy example.
Bad &sample for Boy.
"Bill" has been lo this country only
about five months and speaks the
English language with some difficul-
ty, but his thoughts ;were quick
ictiotteeh to see the irony in the sug-
gestion that the American millionaire
was a noble example when he had run
away from the crimes which he was
charged with committing and was
now ichowtr as a common thief
The boy retired to his humble la-
bors seemingly satisfied that he was
eddy a helper about the cabin of an
ocean tug.
FRANKLIN WAS HONORED.
The Famous American Philosophise
Was the Barre of the Much
Court.
Franklin became the fashion of tie
season. Tor the oourt itself dabbled
a little in liberal Weise, wrote Jobe
Hay, in "Franklin in France" in Os*
tury. So powerful was the vast in'
pulse of free thought that then Info
exited the mind of France—that me
oeptible French mind that always as
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human asplration—thal
engin the highest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. They
handled the momentaue words Liberty
and Human Rights in their dainty
way, as if they were only a new game
for their amusement, not knowine
what was to them the terrible import
of Mom words. It became very much
the accepted thing at court to neve
about Franklin. The yes,' sad lots'
ly queen, Marie Antoinette, wee most
winning and gracious toward him.
The languid courtiers crammed
natural seesaws to talk with him. The
small wits who knew • little Greek
galled him Solon and Aristides and
Phocion.
It is sad to think of the utter un-
eonsciousneee oe these amiable mists>
crate. They never dreamed that this
man Franklin was • portent and is
prophet to Dam. He was incarnate
democracy, and they petted him.
They never imagined that in showerine
their 'pod-natured homer upon this
austere republican they were bovine
the wind which would ripen in an ale
ful harvert of whirlwinds. Later,
when the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their de
velopment, the queen lamented bitter
ly the folly of these ovations to the
great democrat. There was one sap,
cious head that was wisely shakes
over these indiscretions while they
lasted. Joseph II., emperor of Am
trite brother to the queen, who was
in Paris on his travels, and who was
m much of • demotrat himself as an
entiperor can be, when his sister re
buked his coolness on the American
question, replied: "Madam, the trade
I live by is that of a reyalist."
Court incense could not turn the
philosophic head any more than the
loud acclaim of the people. When
Franklin found himself the honored
Ifttlet of royalty, his theaghts reverted
to those faraway days of his boyhood
when his fatter used to quote to him
in the old candle shop at Boston, the
words of the wise man, "Sew thou a
man diligent In his business? lie shall
stand before kings " Tbe old sage
heard the echo of that paternal voice
resounding over half a century, and a
sew and strange light as of prophecy
tallillees, illumined the immortal
words. Surely no man ever lived more
diligent in his beelines& Surely no
man ever stood. with more of the in
nate dignity of upright manhood, be
fore kings.
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Teller Tells Why Good
Clothes Are Not Bo Often
Seen.
--- —
"'niers are freer well dressed men
In Broadway at the present time than
I hare known for several years," said
an uptora tailor, reports the Sun. "At
the same time there are more vrell
dressed men in New York now than
ever, because there are more int n hen
than ever, but the good dressers ars
not om, street parade.
"You find them at the clubs, at the
places of amusement. The day of the
Broadway dandy has passed, though
If you doubt this take a stroll through
Broadeay on aoy afternoon when the
weather mar. has made good on his
toreeast for fair weather.
'At the time when Broadway had
the reputation of showing off more
Wit' dressed men than any other city
In ibis country there was more leisure
I n New York. The New Yorker of to-
day is too much engrossed with his
busincss to idle In front of the hotels
or on the corners.
"When he is at business he appears
In business attire. When he quite
business he disappears from the street
and comes out in proper attire else-
waerc lister in the day.
"Another reason why you notice
fewer of the well dressed now than
formerly is that the turnout in the
street is more. mixed. We have men
from all meta of the country. They
are ear.oualy arrayed. Every style is
peen, and in the crush the won dressed
man is not as Conspicuous as he used
lobe
"At the time when Broadway had
Ma reputation of showing off so many
alike properly attired the good dress-
ed* had it ell their own way. In that
day onto coilld get the'etyles by watch.
Ina the proceellidn."
No Danger.
"Now, Mr. Newoqms,". the vestry-
man, Who was decidedly low "church."
said to the new rector, "there's oni
thing ire detnend of our reeler; there
must be no surplice here—"
"Surplus?" internipted the Rev. Mr
Newcome, "there's no danger of that
on the salary you pay."—Phlladelphia
Prom . - •
KILL MOOSE FOR PICTURES
---
New Brunswick Guides Bewail tht,
Desecraticm of Canaan 
•Woods.
Garman woods have been desecrate%
the guides and residents of the prov-
ince believe. They have been opposed
to the invasion of hunters, but when
• moving picture machine was brought
into the sacred preserves of the wOodir
they felt that all bOunds had been
passed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in
the heart of New Brunswick, probable!
contains more moose than any other
tract of the same extant in the worl
Some weeks ago a party came herd.
from Boston in a private car and therel...#
was much speculation concerning the
uses of a queer looking machine that
formed part of the outlit Dr. Hebee
Biskop, a railroad man, of &COL who
has visited the Canaan woods regular.
ly for several seasons, was the leads*
of the party, and with him were R.
Follett, head of the New England Flail
and Game association; C. Everett
Johnson, F. T. Marion, artist. and G.
W. Bitser, of New York. and Hard* B.
Coe. of Boston.
"Must be one of them Galling guns."
said Charley Coates, viewing a strange
piece of apparatus. Charley's °Maio*
was accepted and loud murmurs of pro-
test arose, until it was explained that
the strange thing was a moving-pictarq
machine. The party proceeded to An
Ryder's camp, far back in the wood.
on one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent
one night In a crows' nest calling
moms. About daybreak one of the
guides hurried into the camp with the
news that moose were answering thole
calla. The picture machine was her-
tied out to the crows' nest, but John-
son and Follett had alreatly gilled
1,200-pound bull, measuring 64 incise
across the antlers. They went through
the motions of killing the huge animal
again for the benefit of the ploture
machine.
Dr. Bishop had even better luck: be
was paddling in a birch bark caned
with two guides when a moose mad .
swimming toward the craft around
point The picture machine happeasd
to be set up on shore, and an excellent:
picture a Dr. Bishop killing the ant-)
alai was takett. This was him twenty. 0
eighth moose. A mile of film was ea.
posed, making betweee 40,000 and Ike
SOO single pictures.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
lieetsurant Where the "Arberealo
Tendency of Xan Is Me-
tered To.
• shrewd but unscientifie
once complained that Darwin
omitted fro tattle "Dement of Nair dee '
of the prinaipal faces which would supi4,
port his theory of an "arboreal sadills*:
tor," and that was the Whereat Pah
penalty of mankind to shells trees, sig.
the New York Tribune.
Whether this proclivity shows des
meat from Dome simian anesstor who
"nightly climbed his family : anti
on the top reposed." one may leave
Darwiniats and anti-Darwinians to dee
aide, but the fact that "Robinson," the
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell.
hags and restaurants in trees, has m-
isted for over half a century, and seal
flourishes. may be taken as proof thee
the meals for tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was discovered in the
rear 1$48 by a man named Ouesquin.
It was then a wild and unfrequented
spot, seven miles south of Paris, and a
mile or two from the pretty little v11-
tages of Sceaux and Pontenay-anit.
Roses. A lane ran along the aide of a
hill a little below the summit, and was
bordered by a huge elm and chestnut
tree—an odd corner of the great forest
which once encircled Paris for many
mlille".bought some land thereenttrely foe
his own benefit, and not for that of his
rare guests, nailed beams to the largest
limbs of the stateliest tree on his tiny
estate, some 30 feet above the ground,
.nd on these erected a Rummer hour,
'cached by a wooden stair, where he
could sit of an evening to smoke his
pipe ana enjoy the lovely view of the
eeine valley.
Being hardly more than a couple of
hours' walk from the great Univereity
of the Sorbonne, it chanced that a stu-
dent who was taking • walk one Sun-
day afternoon found out the spot, was
pleased with it, and came again, bring-
ing some of his comrades. They its
turn told others, and In a few weeks
GuesquirOs aerial restaurant became a
favorite resort of 'ho collegians.
Pulque Brandy.
Pulque brandy Is ilesesibed as a din
bolical decoction ;rom a species or
cactus that if left on a Olin Island
by itself would raise a Mat; Fortu;
nately for eivtlizadon this fiery pee
don has not become an article of corn.
merce, but is distilled and dreck be
low-grade Mexican hail-breeds ens
renegade white% of old Mexico, who
ran lay claim to a useful place in
nature only by exterminating eact
other.—Portland Oregonian.
I..
Salt Beef Barred, 
4Indicative of the radical Changes that
are being made In the British navy Is 41 ,
this recent statement by the admiralty's
"No more contracts for supply of mall #
beef have been entered into, as it has
been decided to abolish this article
of diet." Cold storage takes the place
of the beef barrel.
Touched Him.
' Did that magnetic healer do yes
good?"
"Yes, he did me good and plenty;
merely touched me, and made me give






ITHE LITTLE ONES WILL HOLD
MEETING SATURDAY
AFTERNOON.
4)Hebe of the Out-of-Town .LadiesHave Accepted the Honor of
Sponsorship.
' At 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon all
.the little ones who intend taking pare
In the children's riding contest dur-
ing the horse show will hold a meet-
ing at the baseball grounds with the
ladies who have charge of this flea-
't-re. °rivets who desire joining. the
earsti-ere 'requested to be on- hank
las all are welcome to enter.
No drill was held last even;ng at
the grounds by the young ladies and
gentlemen who take part in the drills
for the older people. The inclement
;weather of the past few evenings has
dr evented the rehearsals, which will
be taken up immediately, as there is
Iso time to lose.
The promoters of the show are
pleased that the bad spell o' weather
Came this week, beeausP it is being so
long drawn out it would have mate-
tally interfered if it occurred next
week The indications are the inclem-
ency will have passed by the time of
the opening.
Word has been received from the
following sponsors announcing that
they accepted the honor and would
be here during the entertainment:
Rift's. Frank 0. Watts of Nashville,
Cfifrs. J. H. Lane of Mound City, Ill.,
Mrs. J. H Love of New York, Mrs
Aeon Denison of Cairo, Mrs. Jake
"‘erbett of Wickliffe, Mrs. Lucy Stank
Mewling Green, Mrs. Charles Pa-t'
-Of Cairo, and from Marion, Ky.,
s. J. L Wilson, Mrs. Horace Say-'
re, Miss Kitty Gray, Miss Blanche
Haase; from Clarksville, Tenn., Mrs.
Gustav Karneken. Mrs Guy John-
son and Mrs Anne Berryman and
lifis• Mayme Tate Chapman ,,f Mor-
ganfield, Mrs _Xavia Haynie of Gal-
latin. llenn.
"This sensational (eat of turning a
In the Barnum & Bailey circus today.
$REAT ESTSHOW
• IN EARTH
(Continued from Page One.)
Twelve acres of canvas
Four advance cars, employing 175
men
Twenty-three advance agents
Main tent scats 14,832 people
No standing room ever sold. The
Most wonderful seating arrange-
Ment the public has ever seen, the perofrmance of the Gulliver Lil-
Three thousand meals served daily I loputians and study the massive pro-
iin dining tent. !portions of the Welsh giant and the
L'Auto-Bolide, or the dip of 'Finnish giantess The spectacle
path apparatus, weighs twentytons. "Peace- begins promptly at 2 and 8.
• Sixty ushers. Owing to the vast amount of par-
Forty property men. aphernalia used in their perform-
Office force consists of: ances, and the time required to re-
Fourteen expert bookkeepers move it, the automobile and other big
A Twenty-seven assistant treasurers. sensational acts will be given in the
w Siz at the highest salaried audi- early part of the program.
tors-In America. Reserved and box seats will be on
Spaniards, Japanese, Austrians, sale all day at MkPhersen's drug
French, Germans, Turks, Russians, store, Fourth and Broadway, and 6n
:Americans, etc., are among the per- the show ground's, back of machine
formers. shop, at the opening hours.
Daily expenses, $7500.








Paint shop employs sixteen men.
4 Three veterinary surgeons with the
show.
Has its own postman.
Four giraffes valued at $68,to.
Two hundred and sixteen rare ani-
'trials in the menagerie.
Menagerie valued at a quarter of a
million dollars.
Twenty-four performing elephants.
The oldest elephant in captivity,
: age 74 years.
The tallest man in the world.
The smallest couple on earth.
Side show contains thirty-one
CHECK CASE
HELD OVER
IRENE CLEMMONS IS GIVEN
POSTPONEMENT BY
JUDGE PURYEAR.
Mate Hill Wee Held to the Grand
Jury on Charge os Assault-
ing Roustabout.
Until noon today was continued by
Judge Puryear in the police court yes-
terday ithIel two warrants charging
Nettie Beckenbaugh, alias Irene
Clemmorns, with passing two worth-
less checks upon A. V. Bauer, one
for Ste and one for $2a.
— Charles ilia, mate tiil steamer
Clyde, was held to the grand jury
in $2oo bond on the charge of strik-
ing and assaulting one of the roust-
abouts on board the craft.
Goolie Graves was given a contin-
uance until today bf the warrant
charging her with stealing a dress
skirt from the daughter of Dr. J.
R. Pendley.
James Morgan was fined $1 and
costs for being drunk upon the
streets.
John Hagerty was given a post-
ponement until today of the warrant
charging him with disorderly con-
duct.
Women in Trouble With Uncle Sam.
Louisville, Sept. 26.—Mrs. A. Friel
of Victoria, postmistress at Victoria,
Ky., was arrested by Deputy Unit-
ed States Commissioner L. T. Ben-
nett on a charge of opening and de-
taining mail. Bond was furnis'hed at
Owensboro in the sum of $3oo.
Miss Maggie Bryan, aged 23 years,
was arrested about three miles from
Owensboro on a charge of opening
and destroying mail addressed to an-j
other party. Bond was furnished be-
fore United States Commissioner
Lindsey in the sum of $2oo, Miss
Bryan admitted haying opened a let-
ter.
London's net municipal debt
amounts to $.223,107,330.
•








Length of main tent 643 feet.
Owing to the magnitude of this
year's show the street parade has
been dispensed with, and the incite-
ments of circus day will really begin
with a remarkably interesting free
show on thb exhibition grounds be-
tween 10:30 end it o'clock. This
performance, which will be given by
Prince Youturkey, It Japanese, and
one of the cleverest high-wire gym-
nasts ever seenin America, will be re-
peated at 5 m. There is no charge
whatever for it.
The first performance will begin at
2 o'clock, and the final one at 8 p. us.
Doors will be open one hour previ-
ously to afford visitors an opportu-
nity to visit the menagerie, to enjoy
+ + 0.• + d- 4.
4.
• Kentucky Fair Dates.
+ + + 4. + + 4. 4. f •
Henderson, September 26 4 days.
'Falmouth, Septternber 26 -4 days.
Pembroke, September 27 3 days...
Uweirsboro, ticteber 2 -5 days.








Priend—But, my dear, he's dissipated
and indolent and entirely unfit for a
beirband.
Widow—But he's just about pow
Fienry's build.
Friend—What has that to do with
it?
Widow—Henry loft such a quantity
of beautiful clothes.—Chicago Sun.
Personal Matter with Aim.
"Grimmer seems vaolentlY opposed
UP dubs. Is It on personal or general
grounder'
"peraoaai, I think. Be met his wife
at the golf dab, courted her at a coun-
try elsb, married her between club
sad now all the money he
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."—Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
'What kind of man is old Whiles.
kits?' asked the neweomer.
"Wheezickst" said the other. "He's
oontrariest. most selfish aid Instal
e.cr lived. V,lien one of his
teeth aches, there's not another toot)
In his head that sympathises with it.•
--Chicago Tribune.
USUALLY.
ib•-1 wonder what ailment the kb*
ter germ causes.
He—Palpitation of the heart —Chi-
sago Daily News.
Too nat.
A daring young man named Moddli5Pelt out et • busted balloon;
He tsU os his neck,
Exclaiming: "Hy Heck
I reckon I landed toast:yea."
—Milwaukee gentinaL
Disaoproved.
Mamms—Wly don't you play With
Johnny Jonas?
Tommy—He shoots craps for seamy
liammae--likr dear child! Lad yogi
ton't think that's nice, do you?
Tommy—Naw, he always wins OP
arytking I got!—Cleveland Leader.
Too Much for Her.
Algeroon—And what did yoer tallow
say when you told him I had proposed.
dearest?
Gertrude—Oh, Algernon! OW a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeal
such awful language!—Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as be continued to gas* at bar.
It struck him that he had never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thisg aglj
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," Nee
said, with a languid sigh of regret
No Time to Lose.
doesn't seem quite rigfh
for those men to court that young widolf
so soon after bee husband's death.
Hortense—But this I. an exeeptionie
Mae. Everybody is saying that bleak le
aabeetsaing to her.—Puck.
Appropriate.
She—Mrs. Fleshly says she's goins
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He—Well. I always said she was ha
alined to be nutty In her sky-pleat.-
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"How is your son getting on with Ye
work r
"Beautifelly," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never trouble,
and it never seems to trouble htin."—
Washington Star.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was leek-
Sag so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"Be just got off," said a passenger,
"without paying his fare."—Detrott
Free Press.
Everything Quiet.
Church--Everything Is quiet over ta
Philadelphia, I suppose.
Gotham—Oh, yes; a man over there
has just patented a noiseless baby ear-
yinge.—Yonkers Statesman.
Horrors!
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset
"Well, you see I've been on a bust,"
answered the stays, with a mem
laugh—Cleveland- Leader.
Where There's a Will.
"Old &adds says he is debts fee
love of me."
"Better hurry' and many him, then,
kt you expect his dying to do you alef
good."—Houston Post.
Eduction and Literature.
Mrs. KnIcker—Jack writes toe $64
quick to buy nooks. I t
Knicker—Strik Z




"Wes his eying machine a *nooses ?"
"Oh, yes; it failed to work befere a
IOW enough up to11•11."--Littw
COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS
Decoction That Was Too Much Is
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.
"I was standing in the barroom is a
resort at Three Forks," said a travel-
'sag man, "waiting for the proprietor
arrive, in the hope of placing a
maall order. While I • was waiting,
cwo cowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
and, marching up to the bar, demand-
ed a oocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
ter a moment, but he was not to bs
shut out, so he grabbed the biggesi
glees he could find behind the bar and
immediately got busy. If there Waili
anything there he missed putting into
that glass, from the salt and peeps*
sauce used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the cigar,
which he found in the cigar cutter, I
could not see it, and when he had
finally finished he had two big boo
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted the beverage,
and it did not taste good. Each had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they seg.
gaited that the bartender drink kis
ova mixture. It required some pee
suasion, but finally, to avoid trouble
he swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yeti
would-be poisoner,' shouted the peneh
ars, and solemnly they put their gum
back where they belonged, treated ths
house to the cigars and faded away
Into the distance, their horses lineal
only the high spots as they dims.
peered up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bast
tender had good occasion to make hit
will. For three or four hoer, he was
the sickest man I ever saw, and 11
took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him for an hour or twn
to bring him back to life again."
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case of a Cook Who Couldn't Mead
to Beside on Just a Plain
Street
The Lindsay family was moving eel
of the old house on an avenue nate a
new house on a fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay cask
gave notice of leaving. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was a
model one, and had lived with them
for years, relates the Chicago Record
Herald
"It will be so much more convenient
he the new house, Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't see
how we can part with you now. Al
least tell me why you are going?"
Mrs Lindsay pleaded.
—Weil. mom, I have my own repvte.
ties to look after," anewered Noes,
"and if I west agla the raise of the
intelligence sassiety I belongs to thee
wouldn't give me a reccond in the best
house., an' then I'd be down and out—
lets?"
"No, I don't see," retorted her gals
irelPe, "tell me exactly why you are
giving up • place that has always
suited you for an uncertainty."
"Sure, mem, it's because of the tato*
tag. You are going to live on a street"
'Tee; one of the finest in the city "
"An' I've always lived en a avenge
mem. If It was a terries, or a bold*
vard, I might be willhe to change, bee
when in. friends found that I was lip
lug on just a street they'd all cut msi
they would, indeed, mein. I draw the
has at a street"
HOOKS WRITTEN IN PRISON
Some of the Most FILID0112 Writses
Did Their Best Work Be-
hind Bass.
• publisher was talking about °sem
Wilde's strange book, "De Profundis,"
with its pathetic decoration of a bite
beating its wings against the bars of.
"Wilde's is not the first good book N
have been written In jail," he said
"Jail, in fact, seems. to be a good place
to write books in. Literary men saa.
peso themselves there.
'John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's PrOg
ass' in jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' 111
prism.
"Defoe laid the plans-for 'Robineos
Ciusoe' during a term of oonfinemest
imposed on him for the writing ot
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Way
with the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' In lad.
"Sir Water Raleigh„ during kis 11
years' imprisonment in the tower of
London, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
"Silvio Police and Tess° both aid
their beet work In jail."
Sheep in Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of migrate
ory sheep in Spain, which each Yegi
travel some 200 miles from the plaint
to the mountains. Their mulch, rest
ing places and behavior are governee
by special regulations ,dating from tlit
fourteenth century. At certain time
no one may travel the same route al
the sheep, which have the right U
gmse on all open and common land os
the way. For this purpose a road N
yards wide must be left on all enclosed
nod private property. The shepherd,
144 their flocks,which are accompanied
by provision mules, and by large dogs
to guard against a night attack by
wolves
Theater Banks.
New York is to have a bank, CIOAJ
the chief theaters, which will be °pee
all night, so that ladies attending ea
tertainmente will be able to deposit
.thsir jewels for salro"-sping are oh,
Wrath& boom






He's Been Selling Them Thirty Years. He and HisBrother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR :$1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building. Both Phones 369
The Fever
Season
Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
335 Kentucky Avenue. 732 South Fourth Street. Both Phones aot.
WINDOW
PH NE...
Th!liodern Window Decoration -
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREEABLE HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE 114 DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS,
C. C. Lee, 315 hay,
-raga
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEPHENSON
P ADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
F UNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
11-7









, REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.
(Incorporataed.)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway,
JAMBS E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Paadu-
cah, Ky., as second.-clasa mail matter.
/
One Year  $5.00
Six Months •  2.5o
Three Months  1.25
One Week  .zo
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
.6.4.74.ille*Aidb II. ,„ 'Le




Thursday Morning, September, )itt.
William R. Hearst
victory of William Randolph
Hearst in obtaining the democratic
nomination for governor is also a
distinct victory for the advocates of
snunicipal ownership throughout dor
country. It demonstrates that the
political 'parties ecognize the po-
tency of the issue of municipal
ownership. Hearst has been 'hounded
red villified by the corporate in-
terests for years, but he never
ceased to advocate the cause of the
people in his chain of newspapers.
Backed with ample cachtal he con-
tinued to force the issue to the front
and has accomplished more than any
man in America towards educating
the people on the methods of corpor-
ations and at the same time pointing
out the value of municipal ownership.
It was a great fight, and well may
Mr. Hearst feel proud of the victory
he has achieved. The country is
ripe for municipal owneeship, and
if in eviery town and city the ad-
socatee of that policy would organ-
ize, they could easily sweep the
franchise grabbers off the face of the
earth and obtain for the, people the
benefits of the prisilege's that are
being handed over to a select few
in every community. Here in Padu-
cah the people are suffering a hand-
of men to get rich in the traffic
of franchises, when if the iseople
ssonilletand together a stop would
be put to all such.
Value of Clear Cut Declarations.
In this day and generation political
poetics must stand for something. The
voters are becoming more independ-
ent' cads year and they expect every
candidate to speak out and tell where
he stands. We believe that the demo-
crats of Paducah made a mistake
when they refused to give expression
as to local questions, for as a con-
sequence the ordinary voter is not
seeking to find out how the municipal
candidates stand, taking it for granted
that the candidates do not think it
of sufficient importance to take the
people into their confidence. While
Paducah is a democratic city, no poli-
tical issues are at stake, but there are
several local questions of interest to
the people., The democrats 'having
failed to make known their position
it becomes a matter of conjecture as
well as indifference to many as to
where they stand
The American people look to men
who are seeking public office to out-
line their policies and those who fail
to do so make a mistake. This idea
is emphasized by the Lexington Her-
ald in what it has to say in a recent
issue in regard to copditione in New
York when it says:
The condition in the - democratic
party in New York state should be in-
structive to the democrats of the en-
tire country. Rarely have we had an
opportunity to observe a more strik-
ing demonstration of the fact that
hi•ads must, if they hope
for success, stand for some tang;ible
principle. Mere allegiance to party
rime is not sufficient. So nsati- Y dif-
ferent sorts of people call them-
selves democrats that the word "dem-
ocrircy" if sometiines a meaning)csa
term. People want to anow what
kind of a democrat the man is who
appeals to them for support on the
strength of his democracy. VVIlien one
element contending for leadership
makes definite proposals it has an ad-
vantage over another element that
merely coutents itself with saying
it is deanceotatic., Tivi great mistake
that 'the Hearst opposition in New
York has made has been in its fail-
ure to formulate a policy to contrast
with the policy proposed by Hearst.
It has merely indulged in denuncia-
tion and With the bald declarations
that Hearst stands for nothing save
personal ambition. Hearst has pre-
sented a policy and arguments in its
support. His opponents have con-
fessed weakness by declining to ac-
cept his challenge or a combat of
ideas, for a comparison of definite
propositions. They have put them-
selves in the attitude of mere pur-
poseless opposition, which is always
an attitude of weakness.
The line of division now appearing
in New York will be extended to the
whole country, and we may expect
that faction to win which goes to the
masses of the party with the most
consistent and definite, declaration of
its purposes. If those.who believe
there ts danger in radioal tendencies
merely play the role of obstfuctionists
they may expect to be overwhelmed.
If they hope to resist extremism they
must offer more than a negative pol-
icy.
Senator Bailey.
'Senator Joseph W. Bailey of
Texas will have some difficulty in
convincing the peopls of this coun-
try that it was right and, proper for
him to accept a fee of $225,000
from a brandir of the Standard Oil
company to 'represent it in certain
transactions while he hold the office
of senator from the Lone Star
state. Senator Bailey may be an
able lawyer, but the public will look
with suspicion upon the fact that th,.:
Standard Oil company did not dis-
cover it until after Mr. Band' was
elected senator from •Texas. It is
said that Bailey was a man of very
Emited means ten years ago, but
now he is rated as being quite
wealthy. The people may be a little
tight in drawing the lines on public
servants, but the average American
believes that no public officer
snould represent interests that an
constantly at war with the public.
The Nashville Banner in comment
mg on the matter says;
It is an open question how far a
senator of the United States can ac-
cept employment and large fees from
corporations with proper regard for
his position as a servant of the peo-
ple. Certainly in these days. when
so much of prejudics is being stirred
up against corporations in general,
and railroads in particular, the dual
socation of senator and corporation
attorney is questionable, however
free the orse may be from influenc-
ing the other.
The Hon. John K. Hendrick, is
the only candidate offering for office
before the Democratic primary from
the first congressional district, and
as he stands today the peer of any
member of the ,legal profession in
the commonwealth, he will no doubt
make a splendid showing in the way
of votes to the office to Which he
aspires, that of attorney general, Mr.
Hendrick is a genuine Degiocrat and
a friend of the common people.-
Princeton Leader.
It is to be hoped that the race
troubles at Atlanta arc at an end.
Much harm has been one to the
fair name of that city. We do not
uphold the mob in its work,' but we
must say that if the black brutes will
cease to assault white women the
cause for the deplorable uprisings will
11 removed.
Here's a conundrum for our read-
ers. Why did ;he general council of
Louisville sell a franchise to a com-
pany for $5,000 when an individual
offer, the city $10,ono for it with a
to build the line?guarantee
The shrewd trick concocted by a lot
of lawyers in New York to break
Russell Sage's will was nipped in
the bud by the widow. She doubled
the amount bequethed to each heir
land the contest was declared off.
The experience of Atlanta as the
result of permitting idle and dissolute
negroes to be harbored in that city
ehonld be a lesson to all peace offi-
cers to keep that class moving.
Uncle Sam the universal peace
maker is directing his good offices'to
the isle of Cuba. and in order to be
understood he proposes to emphasize
his 'attitude by a naval display.
COMMISSIONERS
NAME OFFICERS
PARTIES CHOSEN TO CON-
DUCT REGISTRATION AND
GENERAL ELECTION.
All Have to Serve as the Commis-
sioners are empowered to Assess
Fines on Those Refusing.
Last evening a meeting was held
at the oftiff of Sheriff John Ogilvie
by the coinity election commissioners
for the purpose of selecting the
officers who will have charge of leach
precinct 'in this 'city and county dur-
ing the regular registration day niext
month, and also at mete general elec-
tion, November 6t4r. The commis-
sion is .composed o{.Attorney J. S.
Ross.--Mr. William 1fFarley, and
Sheriff Ogilvie, the latter chairman
by virtue of his office.
Many of the old officers were
chosen again, but a number of
changes were made in different pre-
cincts. There are four for each
precinct, equally divided between
Republicans and Democrats, and each
man named has to serve, as the com-
missioners are empower to fine him
heavily if he does not dhow up for
duty either at thie registration or
general election.
The elections are as follows:
Precinct No. i.
Butler'e-J. D. Berryznan (D)
judge; W. C. Rickman, (R) judge;
Tom Goodman, (D) clerk; R. F.
Barnett, (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 2.
Chalk's-Peter ,Berger, (R) judge;
Lou Farrar,. (R) judge; C. S. Riddle,
(R) clerk; Pete Smith, (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 3.
Deigels--Joe Lockwood, .(D)
judge; John Murray, (R) judge;
J. Q. Thompson, (D) clerk; John
Backer, (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 4.
South Side Court House-Chris
Libel (R) judge; J. M. Hart, (D)
judge; H. J. Ellenbrook, (R) clerk;
Harry Brazelton, (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 5.
Kirkpatrick's-J. S. Young, (D)
jtidge; August Budde, (R) judge;
B. S. Overstreet, (D) clerk; B.
Wheeler, (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 6.
North Si+ Court House-H. L.
Blackford, (R) judge; Jot Ullman,
(D) judge; John Dipple, fR) clerk;
H. F. Lyon, (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 7.
Rogers-H. B. Philips, (D)
judge; Abe Nelson, (R) judge; Ben
Linings, (D) clerk; John Clark, (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 8.
Plow Factory-E. W. Berry, (R)
judge; M. W. Clark, (D) judge; J.




judge; W. J. White (R) judge;




judge; Will Thompson, (D) judge;
Henry Kamleiter, (R) clerk; E. B.
Richardson, (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. to
Wlarehouse-k ern Fbanciola, (D)
judge; Frank-NKirchoff, Jr., (R)
judge; D. I. Levy, (D) clerk; E. C.
Wolf, (R) sheirff.
Precinct No. 12.
Clark's River-Saunders Brook (D)
judge; Reily Culp (R) judge; Stokes
Harkey (D) sheriff; C. C. Dyson (R)
clerk.
Precinct No. za.
Florence Station--W. H. Vander-
graft (R) judge; Hawk Derrington
(D) judge; J. H. Ballance (R) clerk;
W.W. Gardner, (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. z4.
Welber-J. W. Nance (D) judge;
J. H. Holder (R) judge; J. S. Pry-
or (D) clerk; ..5. M. Simmons (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. :5.
Massac-James Hines (R) judge:
Phil Newman (D) judge; J. C. Eley












,Woodville-T. B. Flowers (R)
judge; J. S. Tomlinson (D) judge;
P. L. Lander (R) clerk; Hugh
Stapp (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. it
Grahamville-R. Jr Baldry (I))
judge; H. H. Cavanaugh (R) judge;




jutlgt; Will Covington (D) judge;
A. F. Bivene (R) clerk; A. J. Ree-
tor (D) sheriff. -
Precinct No. 20.
Maxon's Mill-Lon Greenwell (D)
judge; J. S. Curry (R) judge; Murt
Reeves (D) clerk; A. P. Miller (R)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 21. -The glass for The Racket store's







Commencing Friday morning at 9 o'clock we will offer
you this handsomely finished Cuspidor for
15 CENTS EACH
This is an article that is very useful, and well worth three
times the price asked. Only one to a customer, and on




Salesrooms 112-114-116 North Fourth Street,
judge; W. T. Harrison (D) judge;
C. E. Black (R) clerk; Dick Penn
(D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 22.
Harper's-Tony Peat (I)) judge;
W. H Dunaway (R) judge; Jo:
Robinson (D) clerk; 'Monroe Lewis
(R) sheriff. 111
ktecinct No. 23.
ThomPiatt's Mill-L. L Downey
(R) judge; R. W. Jacobson) judge;
C. C. Thompson (R) clerk; Dick
Hayes, (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 24. et
Lamont-Joe Hall (I)) judge:
Hienry Harting (R) judi•e; W. N.
fityan (D) clerk; Elmer V.*:lkins (R)
shenff.
Precinct No. sf.
New Hope-Bud Cole %tan (R)
judge; W. R. Hocker (D)
judge; J. P. McQueen (R) clerk;
May Trice (D) sheriff.
Precinct No. 26.
Milan-Duncan Holland (D) judge;
Hulbert Jett (R) judge; islint Over-
street (D) clerk; Frank S•mpson (P.)
sheriff.
Precinct No. 27.
Schmidts'-Enoch Br wn. (D)
judge; Will Flowers, i:t) judge;
Rob Wilkins, (D) clerk; l,J. S. Wal-
ston, (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 28. •
Gallmarrs-S. N. Jones. (R). judge.
F. W. Rottgering, (D) jrilge; B. H.
Thomas, (R) clerk; W. Y. Griffith,
(LQ sheriff.
Precinct No. 2C.
South Side Fire Stat on-J. P.
McCarthy, (D) judge; Robe Broad-
foot, (R) judge; John Thielman, (D)
clerk; C. J. Kolb, (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 3o.
South Side Court House No. 2.-
John Cook (R) judge; Jot Wood.
(D) judge; G. A. Swanson, (R)
clerk; F. G. Rudolhp, (D) sheriff.
Precinct So. 3r.
Berry's-Gus Singleton, (D)
judge; A. A. Balsley. (R) judge;
Walter °Settle. (D) clerk; J. K.
13-ondurant. (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 32:
Yancy-Joe Ford, (R) judge; J. B.
Gilbert, (D) judge; W. N. Clark.




judge; Allen Ashcraft, (R) judge;
\se C. (Bradley. (D) clerk; J. E.
Baker, (R) sheriff.
Precinct No. 34.
Lang's Schoo: House-N. B. Tap-
Scott (R') judge; Le; Potter (D)
judge; Ed Weatherington (R) clerk;
Rab Noble (DI sheoff.
Precinct )sO. 35.
Rossingto -ll A. Luckett (D)
judge; Johr Starks (R) judee; Jo' n
Spence (D) clerk; M. B. Tapp 'MI
sheriff.
Notice.
There will be a meeting of the rid-
ers in the children's contest hi the
horse show, at the park Saturday af-




Is a Marker for
School Shoes
Here is the Steel Shod ANVIL BRAND.
Trade mark vith which you should become familiar. Its the symbol
of quality in School Shoes. This trade-mark means ;tat what it to
dicates; solid throughout, honesty in construction and wearing qual-
ities, and a model in style and fit. Patents. Vici Kid, Box and
Velours Calf, Button, Lace and Blucher.
FOR BOYS, YOUTHS, MISSES AND OHILDREN.
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
405 BROADWAY,
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER---THAT'S QUALITY."
PLANS FOR NEW
BANK BUILDING
(Continued from Page One.)
establishments were literally alive
with ladies, who will brave elements
and anything else to view the elegant
displays of fine headgear. The pro-
,pretors of the establshments have
all held their openings about tag time
each fall, and state that for three
years back it has rained upon that
day.
The patterns of headgear are the
finest ever viewed in this city, the
proprietors all seeming to have laid
in a high priced stock this year.
Bankers' Association.
The fourteenth annual gathering
of the Kentucky Bankers' association
meets at Louisville October zo for a
two days session, and several bankers
of this city will attend. None of
them, however, are upon the program
for any speeches.
New Barber Shop.
Mh.. Frank Just, the barber of
North Fourth street, is preparing to
open another barber shop at the place
he formerly occupied beside the Reg-
ister offile on Broadway near Sixth




Work* upon the Kolb Drug com-
pany's new building on North Third
street, near Broadway, is being de-
layed a little just now on account
the iron parts not being completed '
be the foundery • They will be done
some time next week and thing,
started off rapidly again Mr. Louis
Kolb said yesterday that every par-
ticle of, material that could possibly
be bought or made here in this city
was being done, in order to get ev-
eiything possible from home dealers.
He is permitting delays in the work in
order that the Paducah concern can
turn out 'whatever material they sup-
ply.
GREAT BALL STRIKES GIRL '
Falls From Loop-the-Loop Groove
Into Cteivrd of Spectators.
Mitchell, S. D., Sept. 26.-While a
-performer at the corn palace today
was looping the loop inside of a big
ball weighing 500 pounds the, ball roll-
ed off the apparatus into a crowd of
specootors. The ball passed over the
body of a little girl and injured her








BUILDINGS ° IN MECHANICSBLIV.G
SAWMILL AND VENEER STRUC
A LOSS OF BETWEEN Woo°
NO INSURANCE--PLANT W
CEREAL INDUSTRY BEING
Yesterday afternoon about 3 o'clock
fire started in the saw mill depart-
ment of the MIcKinnie Veneer and
Package company building in Me-
chanicsburg, just across Island creeks
and completely destroyed the struc-
tures, entailing a loss estimated at
between $8,000 and $to,000 by Colonel
'A. J. Decker, the manager of the con-
cern. Mr. Decker has not yet gone
over his policies, but does not think
he has any insurance upon the prop-
erty, which if true, means the loss
is a total and unprotected one for the
firm.
The buildings are large- frame onet
and had been used by the company,
which ceased operating several years
ago. Afterwards they were rented ,to
the Sherrill-King Lumber 'Company,
which moved to its own plant further
up the river several months ago. This
left the building, again empty, as re-
gards active operation, but prepara-
t;ons were being made by Colonel
Decker to use them for the • cereal
plant that he and associate* will
start.
lAt the 'hour ment4oned yesterday
smoke and flames were noticed is-
suing from the saw mill portion of
the structures, and despite the fact
that the fire departments were quick-
ly summond, the fire fiend had
about consumed the properties and
TURES CONSUMED, ENTAILING
AND Sio,000, WITH PROBABLY
AS TO BE USED FOR THE NEW
ORGANIZED.
nothing could be done. The portions
burned were the saw mill and venagir
mill, which joined each other. I• the
saw mill was considerable machinery,
while in the veneer department was
much valtyble shafting. Some of this
was saved, but not much, while ,con-
siderable belting, worth about $1,000
was rescued.
The fire reached the office building
and partially destroyed it, but Mr.
Decker rescued the furnishings and
books.
Mr. Scharer, of Danville, is now in
the city, he being the gentleman in-
terested With Colonel Decker and oth-
ers in the contemplated cereal plant.
He had just gone over the buildings
and left the place when the conflagra-
tion started. The fire will have no
effect upon the cereal project, how-
ever, as work of rebuilding the
structures will be started right away
in order to get them in condition for
the new industry. Mr. Scharer was
formerly with the American 'Hominy
Company, and also the American Cer-
eal Company, and an expert and ex-
perienced man in his line.
The destroyed plant is surrounded
by other wood working establish-
ments located in that portion of the
city, but the flames did not spread to
these.
NCRETE CURB AND GUTTER
PLACED AROUND LANG PARK
73IESIDENT MURREL, OF PARK COMMISSIONERS, IS PREPAR-
ING TO ASK FOR BIDS FROM CONTRACTORS TO PUT THE
IMPROVEMENT AROUND THE PARK, WHEREIN WILL
SOME DAY BE PUT THE MONUMENT OF GENERAL TILM
AN.
President D. G. Murrell, of the
board of city park commissioners,
yesterday stated that this body
would shortly receive bids from con-
tractor for the concrete gutter to be
placed around Lang Park which sits
in. the canter of Fountain avenue at
Madison street. The park is a
beautiful place when put in good con-
dition, and the commissioners in-
tend doing thtlir best to enhance its
attractiveness. The gutter is needed
to drain it properly and will en-
c rcle the grounds.
Thle Confederate veteran of this
city are still working at their un-
dertaking of getting enough money
to erect a fine monument of General
Tilghman ins' 4t4 this park. and
Tuesday night a special meeting of
the James T. Walbert camp was
held at the City Hall to hear a re-
port upon the projett. Many were
there and remarks made by Dr. Mur-
rell, who also at the head of the
monument movement, hieing the
chairman of the committee in charge.
Ile reported to the vetsrans that
over $1,000 was rim ,41te fund, de-
spite the fact that no strong 'efforts
had been made • to raise the funds,
onAy a kw •eatertainments being
given for this purpose. He has a
list of leading caucus, all of whom
he thinks should give at least jicio
each, aad will shortly have the cons-
mittee call on all of them and secure
their donation. The physician be-
leves that the local subscriptions
will amount to $5,000, while the
sons of General Tilginnen have ex-
pressed a desire to purelrair. a Sto-
ma statue to rest upon the monu-
ment. It is believed that the $15,000
will be suflit to put this city in
possession o tie- of the handsomest
monuments in this portion of the
country.
The park commissioners will
beautify this park as much as possi-
ble out of the Sego which has been
set aside for them to use this year
by the municipal legislative boards.
MAILING OUT
CATALOGUES
ONE GOES TO EVERY MEMBER
OF SOUTHWESTERN AS-
SOCIATION.
The Directors Will Meet by the Last
of This Week to Select Visit-
ing Staff.
Miss E. V. Strong of the hoard of
directors for Riverside 'hospital, is
busily engaged now mailing out the
catalogs of the institution, show-
ing the equipment and conveniences
of the hospital for Ow sick. She is
using a list of the members of the
Southwestern Medical association,
which includes about every doctor in
this portion of Kentucky. and to each
of them she is mailing a pamphlet.
Others are going to the physicians
in the southern portion of Illinois.
By sending out these catalogs the
outside physicians can see what a
first-class institution Paducah pos-
s sessee, and send their patierttihere for
treatment w'hen they are in need of
confinement at a hospital or infirmary.
One thousand of the documents will
be sent out altogether.
Dr H. P. Sights, one of the direc-
tors, yesterday said they would have
a mr.octing by the last of this week
and designate what city physicians
shall constitute the "visiting staff"
for the institution. Those now serv-
ing in this capacity are relieved of
the duties the 'first of next week, at
which time the two months for
'Which they were assigned is up.
smasie 
Germany's production of coal in
July amounted to 11,518,000 tons,
which compares with 10,727,000 tons
• for July, reo5. Coke production
amounted to 1,707,000 tons, as com-
pared with 1,421,000 tons. For seven
months the production of coal was
1-1,417,000 tons; brown coal (lignite),
2.fl0o,000 tons, and coke, 3,510,000 tons





MRS. SWEENEY BROKE INTO
THE CITY JAIL LAST
NIGHT.
Marshall Robertson Is Here From
Clarksville After His Negro
Avery—Police Business.
For the first time in some weeks
Mrs. Eliza Sweeney, white, was ar-
rested last evening for wing drunk.
She was in an outhouse in the alley
running through the block surround-
ed by Jones, Norton, Fifth and
Sixth .streets, and Officers Singery
and Dugan had considerable trouble
gettering her out. She was raising
the mischief in the neighborhood,
and was locked in jail.
After His Negro.
Marshal Robertson of Clarksville
Tenn., arrived here yesterday after-
noon after Early Avery, the negro.
who is wanted there on the dhargc of
stealing a buggy. Avery was captured
here in Rowlandtown by Detectives
Moore and Baloer.
Disorderly Conduct.
FA Wilson, was arrested yesterday
by Officers Johnson and Cross on the
charge of disorderly conduct. T. W.
Polin, the restaurant man, claims
Wilson ate a meal at his place, re-
fused to pay for it and then cursed
several in VIA establishment.
Move Toolhouse.
The police yissterday notified Con-
tractor Charles Smedley of the oilier
of the board of public works that
warrant, would be issued for the con-
tractor if he did not move his tool-
house from thie public street on
Third between Broadway and Jeffer-
son streets, within three days. It it
ligainlit the law for toolhouses,





E ARE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE BES1.4 KENTUCKY
Coal said on the market. Why send your money our,
of the state when you can buy a Kentucky product
for less money, and get as good fuel for any domestic purpose as
money will buy.
When you buy Kentucky Coal, you
are fostering home and state enter-
prises, and when you buy. Luzerne
you are getting the best Kentucky
produces.
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE





JUDGE RICHARDS GIVES DECI-
SION AFFECTING ALL PUB-
LIC FRANCHISES.
Cumberland Telephone Company Will
Oppose Its Application in
Ordinance.
Louisville, Sept. 26.—Though on
account of the lack of a quorum the
revision committee of the board of
aldermen, which was to have ,consid-
ened the telephone rate ordinance,
failed to meet yesterday morning,
Chairman Lederman received an im-
portant opinion from City Attorney
Richards on the ordinance. Judge
'Richards, who had been asked wheth-
er the city has the power to regulate
rates, replied that while the question
has never been finally settled by the
court of appeals, be believed that the
legislature has conferred that author-
ity upon cities of the first class.
This opinion is probably the most
important which has been given re-
cently by the city attorney, sings it
affects all concerns which perform a
pubic servce Howeveri,i t wll be
tested in the courts if the ordinance
goes through the council, as now
seems likely, as the Cumberland Tel-
ephone company has announced its
intention of fighting it.
The revision commttee wil meet
aga.n this morning, when David Fair-
leigh, representing the tekphone com-
pany, will appear before the commit-
tee to present his side of the case.
The ordinance will probabIy be re-
ported tonight at the meeting of the
aldermen.
The opinion of Judge Rich:yds ii
as follows:
"Ron. Samuel A. Lederman, Chair-
man Revision Committee, Louisville,
Ky.—Dear Sir: I received your re-
quest for an opinion upon the ques-
tion, as to whether the
general council has the power to
pass an ordinance regulating the
charges of telephone companies.
"That the state has the right to
regulate such charges within reason-
,able limits, and can delegate the au-
thority to municipalities, can no long-
er be doubted. I am of the opinion
that the legislature has conferred this
power upon cities of the first class,
but at the same time It is due your
committee that I should state that the
question has never been definitely set-
tled by the courts of Kentucky, and
can not be said to be entirely free
from doubt until it has been passed
upon by the court of appeals"
By the death of the Rev. Dr.
Matheson, late of St. Bernard's, Edin-
burgh, a unique personality disap-
pearss from the Scottish pulpit. For
he greater part of his life Dr.








Mt. Carmel, LI, rising.
Nashville, 12.4, falling.
Pittsburg, 6.o, falling.
Davis Island Dam 3.0, rising.
St. Louis, 11.3, rising.
Mt. Vernon, 5.7, rising.
Paducah, 9.5, rising.
The steamer Clyde got away yes-
terday for the Tennessee river. She
comes back again Monday night.
The steamer Kentucky comes out of
the Tennessee river tonight. She lays
here until 5 o'clock Saturday after-
noon before skipping away on her re-
turn trip.
The steamer Dick Fowler gets out
for Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock
and returns tonight about it.
The Henry Harley comes in today
from Evansville and departs imme-
diately on her return that way. She
comes gack again then Saturday.
The Reuben Dunbar went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
again tomorrow.
The shaft of the Joe Fowler was
finished yesterday and is now being
put in position. She will not resume
her business in the Evansvilk trade
for some weelas yet on account of the
low water. The Dunbar is running
in her place.
The Buttorff came in yesterday
from Clarksville, left immediately for
Nashville and comes back again to-
morrow. ' Nigel
Th. City of Saltillo is due out to-
day, bound for St. Louis, from the
Tennessee river.
Close All Disorderly Saloons.
(Louisville Post.)
The 'Evening Post warns the mayor
arid his board of public work that
the disorderly saloons of Gren street
and contiguous territory are a men-
ace to the public peace and order.
These haunts are the center of law-
lessness. The passions of the basest
men, white and black are there in-
flamed. Gambting there is unchecked.
Every week some victim is slain, hut
scores go out into the community
ready for almost any crime.
All this is known. One need only
walk down Green street to see that
Darkest Africa is right at our doors.
This army of black mercenaries obey
police leaders when ordered to com-
mit political crimes, but they will not
always obey when ordered to keep
quiet.
We do not fear such occurrences as
now darken Atlanta, but we do say
the same open sale of vile liquor, the
same appeal to the negro gambling
instincts, the same latitude given
negro criminals are a menace to law
and order. These saloons have been
too long tolerated. These lottery
duties attaching to the feinistry of a shops, these crap games exist because
arge city parish, they pay to exist; because lawyers are
retained in advance of interference,
of codfish and they prevent interference.
gallons of We would not excite alarm, but we
insist on action. Saturday night
Atlanta was in the hands of a mob.
Friday morning the Atlanta Constitu-
tion contained this appeal to the
police authorities:
loafers and vagrants to the chain-
Clean out the &veil Drive WO
gangs!
Above and beyond every other duty
devolving upon- the municipal and
county authorities is this.
So long as these breeding Places
of criminals are permitted to exist,
just so long will crimes be committed.
It is certainly within the power of
the officers of the law to close up Ike
The Norwegian catch
this year yielded t,o73,267
medicinal cod liver oil.
on the public highway, and as others
are refused this privilege. Contractor
Smedley was directed to move his
also.
Graham Is Waiter.
Jim Graham, the boy given a life
sentence for killing Claude Bass, has
been given the place of waiter in the
dining room at the Eddyville prison,
under WilIfis Mtiunt, the foteman,
who went up from herr& for seven-
teen years for killing Willis Nutty.
negro dives, and they ,hould not de-
lay exercising that power.
There can be no poss.hle doubt that
at the bottom of most, if not all, of
the crimes that have recently startled
this community there is to be found
whisky. Loafers hanging about bar-
rooms develop into criminals—
especially when these loafers are
negroes. There shoul0 be no place
whatsoever in this city of Atlanta, for
any loafer; least of all should not be
permitted to find loafing place in a
saloon.
Recent investigation into the sa-
loons of the Decatur street district—
made since the question of closing
them up was so vigorously agitated—
showed an alarming number of such
dens and a still more alarming num-
ber of besotted, dusky denizens. Now
comes an official of the city who
makes almost equally startling revela-
tions concerning negro "clubs," which
are nothing but drinking places—
places, according to hi; description,
that probably breed the same class
of criminals that are turned out from
the strong hand of the law to crush
them out of existence.
Now is the time to act. The city
and county police forces have recent-
ly been substantially increased; both
forces should be fully adequate to
meet the exigencies of the situation.
The people have conficknce in the
heads of those departments. They ex-
pect action, however, and prompt ac-
tion.
It will not do to merely run in a
few loafers, though that is what
should happen to every loafer who
can be found. The situation in this
City calls for more drastic remedies.
Every questionable resort in At-
lanta should be immediately closed.
It is the duty of the officers of the
law to abate all nuisance. There
can be no doubt of. the power of the
authorities to wipe out these low
saloons and lower clubs wherever
they are found. If it is necessary, in
order to attain the desired end, the
city council should revoke the license
of every negro barroom in Atlanta!
"HARMLESS" PILLS KILL
Freeport Infant Dies From Eating
Coated Medicine.
Freeport, Ill., Sept.. 26.—J. Wesley
Shenberger, Jr., 3 years old, died in
agony today after eating supposed
"harmless" pills /given him by hi;
father. The pills will be analyzed
and the manufacturer may be prose-
cuted.
HANGS BY SPIKE IN HAND
Girl Suspended in Aair by Large Nail
in Shed Roof.
Chicago, Sept. 26.---Caught by her
hand to a spike, Marion Morrison.
5-year-old daughter of William S.
Morrison, 936 Rinn street, Evanston,
hung from the roof of a shed for
nearly five minutes yestorday after-
noon until her mother, attracted by
her cries, climbed to her assistance
and took her down.
The girl had been playing on the
roof of a low shed in the back yard.
Her foot slipped and she started to
slide off. She snatched at a loose
board as she was falling and a large
nail entured her left hand, holding
her suspended with half of her body
on the roof and the other half hang
ing over the edge.
—The arbitration committee for




UNITED STATES COUirr OF CLAIMS
• The Publishers of Webster's international
Dictionary allfte that it '• ix, in fact.tbe popu-
lar Unabridged thoroughly re-edited in every
detail, and vastly enriched in every part, with
the purpose of adapting it to meet theretz
and severer requirements of another
Non."
We are of the opinion that this allegation
most clearly and accurately describes the
work that has been accomplished and the
result that ban been reached. The Dictionary,
as it now stands, has been thoroughly re-
edited in every detail. has been corrected In
every part, and is admirably adapted to meet.
i the r and severer requirements of a
generation which demands more of popular
philological knowledge than any generation
that the world hasever oontained.
It is perhaps needless to add that we refer
to the dictionary in our judicial work as of
the highest authority In accuracy of denni-
tkyn ; and that In the future as in the past it
EU be the source of constant reference.






The aborts refers to WEBSTIMS
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
THE GRAND PRIZE
(the higheet award) was (riven t.0 the Interna-
tional at the World's Fair, dt. Louis.
GET THE LATEST AND  BEli
Yon will be interested in our
specimen pages, sent free.
O. & C. MERRIAM CO. '
rusiNHHERII.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
Mattil, Efinger (ts Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 S. TRIRD STREET: PADUCAH. IKY
....Sterling Silverware..
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for selasdan. and
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see the advantages we 1.





Now is the time for you to fill your coal house. Lump 12c, Nut 11c
Best Kentucky and IllinoA Gtoal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and,'
Agatite Cement., "KING OF CEMENT. .
11. M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960 New 245. - - - Thirteenth! 'and Adams Street
ALL ROADS
IN PERIL
'A STRIKE OF 25,000 SWITCH-
MEN IS NOW THREAT-
ENED.
Demand Increase in Wages.-Com-
panics Given Until Oct. 25 to
Make Their Answer.
Chicago, Sept. 26.-Not since the
famous strike of the American Rail-way union in 1894 have labor inter-
ests of the railroads been in such dire
straits as at present. Snce that year
there has been no report of an organ-
ized movement that threatened the
business of the Various lines to the
extent that they are now threatened.
The Switchmen's Union of North
Amsrica, organized since the extinc-
tion of the American Railway union,
lbas come to the front and announcesthat unless an increase in wages is
wanted the 25,000 members of the or-
ganization will go on strike within
the next thirty days. Officials of therailway companies have been busycounting noses since this notice was,
rece'ved and they shook their heads
gloomily yesterday When asked if
they believed the men would go onstrike.
Lines Given Until Oct. 25.
The men have given the companiesmoil Oct. 25 to deliver a final de-cision as to their demands. It is saidthat if nothing favorable is heard
from the railway officials before thatdate the members of the organizationwill strike.
Vice President Heberling of the in-
ternational organization, who hascharge of the situation in Chicago,
said yesterday tint he believed iVarttnere would be a big strike in cast
the companies failed to come to anagreement with the switchmen. Hesaid that the men have not been sowell organized since i894 as at thepresent and declared that they wereready to quit work in order to en-
force the demands of the organiza-
tion.
Other officials declared that the
switchmen would appeal to other
brotherhoods of railway employes for
support and they professed to believe
that they would be supported by all ofthe other unions.
Unions Practically Tied Up.It is said, however, that they will
have to make an extra strong plea be-
cause the railway unions have already
been asked to fill in the breach be-e tween the machinists and the tele-
graphers and the railroads.
What the switchmen lack at present
is the support of such an organization
as the old Federation of Railway Em-ployes, which went to pieces just be-
fore the declaration of war on the
part of the American Railway union.
As a matter of fact the death of the
Federation of Railway Employes was
the birthday of the American Railway
union. However, since then the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen
has grown up, which claims jurisdic-
tion over the switchmen as well as
tne other railway organizations. What
posit on this organization will take
in the present controversy is not
known, but the switchmen are hoping
that they wlil be able to command.
its support.
ATTORNEY TO CARRY ARMS
Chicago Assistant Corporation Colin-
eel Is Warned by Threats.
Chicago, Sept. 26.-Assistant Cor-
poration Counsel Edward T. Wade
says he will go armed in the future.
Returning from his vacation he learn-
ed that violence had been threatened
him and he sought the advice of
chief Collins.
"Carry a revolver," said the chief.
Wade said he would.
The threats are said to have fol-
lowed the revocation of the license
of P. J. O'Hare, 6307 Halstead street.
.Attorney Wade had furnished the
snayor with an opinion which led to
That action. Two weeks ago two men
entered the saloon of A. N. Rosenegk
& Co., 932 Fifty-first street, and
asked the bartender to send word to
Wade that they intendH to get him
for advising that the O'Hare license
be revoked. Friends of Wade over-
heard the threat and reported it to
FINDS $43,000 IN CISTERN.
levra Farmer Uncovers Hoard of Pio-
neer Owner, Who Was Sup-
posed to Have Died Poor.
Denmark, lp • Sept. 26.-Frank
Blint, a prominent Lee county farm-
er, has discovered $43.000 in an old
•cheat buried in the bottom of a cis-
tern. He recently purchased the
farm, Which was originally owned by
a pioneer named Courtwright, who
is thought 'to have buried the gold.
• Courtwright was supposed to have
been rich, but when he died' no mon-
•ey could he found. Eliot was clean-
ing the cistern, whieh had not been
used for many years, for a tenant
when he made the find. The farm
is only a short distance from West
Point.
Denounces Fort Wayne Mayor.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Sept. 26.-The
Democratic Sentinel denounces Dem-
ocratic Mayor ITosey in a leading
-editorial tonight and demands a met.
..ronolitan police law for Fort Wayne.
A CURIOUS PROFESSION.
Body of Men Under Direction et
Chief Who Applaud Actors
on the Stage.
The question of employing "ela-
quers" in New York theaters has been
agitated, but it is safe to say that the
American sense of humor will never
permit this. The claque in European
cities consists c; a small body of men.
under the orders of a chief, who un-
dertake to appitad actors and actress-
es at certain tries. The only one of
the band who La renianerated is thechief. The den under him get the
privilege of seei.:g the play without
paying for their seats. The "chefs
de claque" of the great subsidized
theater of Paris are officials paid by
the management to do certain work.
Their salaries viay from 300 to 500
francs • month, and for that sum they
are expected to take with them into
the thea:deA at viten performance a cer-
tain number of men with big, strong
hands and intelligent eenegli to dap
when they are gi.an the signal by
their leader.
The claquer's v 'oes not demand
Intellect of a his.. .er. The chief is
'apposed to have taken notes at the
rehearsals, to have consulted with the
manager, to have talked with the au-
thor, and to have a very accurate idea
of the good points of the play. The
men under him are scattered all about
the house ready to give a quick re-
spouse to the signal of their leader.
Most of these men are eminently re-
evadable. They are small shopkeep-
ers, students of the drama and pupils
of the Conservatoire with insufficient
money to spend upon theater going.
At like opera they number 30. They
amemble every evening at half-past
seven in a cafe at the corner of the
Boulevard Haussmann and the Rae
Lafayette, where they crowd arosuid
their leader and answer to their names
like small schoolboys. As each an-
swers 'present" to his name he rs.
eeives a metal ticket upon which is the
number of his seat.
PERILS OF LAKE SAILORS.
Erie Is the Water Most Dreaded of
the Whole Great Chain
of Lakes.
The lake sailors think they have
nearly all the dangers and hardships
of the Atlantic seamen (except the'
poor pay) and other perils of their own
besides, says Outing. They have no
tidee-exoept every seven years., soma
say-but they have currents to consid-
er, currenti that run in all sorts ol
different directions at unscheduled
intervals. They have no banks 04
Newioundland, but they have fogs; foe
Instance in the Straits of Mackinac-
full of reefs, islands and other vessels.
Worse than that, they have forest fires
which send thick clouds of smoke rot
many miles across the water, stinging
the eyes and blinding them.
Lake Erie, the smallest but one of
the group, is considered the worst of
all. Lake Elueprlor is deep, over 1.000
feet in some places, reaching 600 feet
above the sea level and 400 feet below.
but Lake Brie in Its deepest spots is
only about SOO and in most parts much
shallower. Aeoordingly one of those
sudden and furious storms kicks up a
tremendous row, so that between the
very choppy sea and the constant dan-
ger of running aground the lake cap-
tains dislike Lake Brie in a blow more
than any other, for, as with sailors
the world over. it is not the water
(which is their element), but land
which they fear.
WHY GOODS WERE SO HIGH
Differentt Stories That Were Told by
the Dry Goods Merchant and
His Clerk.
An old woman once asked In a drygoods store to be shown some silk. •young clerk showed her some, saying:"We can do this for you at $1.60 ayard." The woman asked for something better, but the clerk replied thatthey had nothing better. Whereuponthe proprietor came forward and said:"You must excuse my assistant, ma-dam; he is new to the business. Here,madam, 18 a superior article, $2.60 ayard. If it were not for the fact thatI bought it some time ago we shouldhave to charge you $1.75 for, as youare doubtless aware, owing to the re.cent epidemic among the 'silkworms,the price. of silk has increased snor.mously of late" The customer tookthe silk. A few days later the sameold woman came in and asked totsome tape. The clerk said, glibily:"Here are some that we can let youhave at 16 cents the dozen yards. If itwasn't for the fact that we have hadIt in stock some time we should haveto charge 26 cents, for, as you aredoubtless aware, owing to the recentepidemic among the tapeworms, theprice of tape has gone up enormously."It was then she hit him with her um-brella
Railway Cars in India.
Hot times in Irdia have led to aunique car construction. 'it n passen.ger cars have double roofs, the onefrom two and a half to eight niche'above the other. The upper roof hecontinued from the sides about ISInches, forming an awring over theapper part of the windows. Anotherpeculiarity of the first and second-classears is the servants' compartment ateach end, as almost every passengertakes at least one servant with hint.
No Courthouses There.
"This seems like a pretty healthycountry," said thr. tourist. "What dis-ease do most people die of out here?""Well," replied the western native,"you might call It kleptomania, butwe got a different nem* fur lt."-Stray
THRONE OF THE CAESARS.
Thought to Have Been Found by Ex-
cavators in the Ancient
Ruins.
The official Roman director of exca-
vations thinks he has discovered thethrone of the ancient Caesars, reports
the New York Times. The present ma-
jesty, ruling from the seven hills, has
been to see it, and is seemingly not un-
willing to admit its pretensions. The
only description of this imperial seat
so far given is that its covering or
ceiling M ornamented with beautifulsmall squares of stucco. It is a raised
dais standing near the chasm of Mar-
cus Curti's, of all the gorges which
writude the surface of the earth the
most renowned in human story.
Voltaire remarked that a throne wasa composition of boards and velvet.
giving thus a sign of its generally
meretricious and traasleat character.
That of the Caesars, however, stands
In hlatory for solidity and ought to be
In Its elements as anderiair as marble
or adamant Probably we /ball hearall about it one of these days, and per.
lapa we* Apactsaa_ paRinaaire will
1101mpaWit-sad Elva It a place
liming his artistic treasures.
Lorenzo the Magnificent proposed to
bring the Holy flepulcher from Jerusa-
lem and set It up as a detail of the
Meniesan tomb, still the proudest of
Florentine decorations. Bringing Illth
er the Caesars' throne would hardly be
a more ambitious exploit. though Rome
may be expected to battle against the
one as Jerusalem did, and succeestully,
against the other.
Meet and last, no doubt, the line of
the Caesars sat on innumerable
beadles of pride, the teeter from them
only second to -that of "the Bolus
throes; the sapphire blaze." The im-
perial suggestum unearthed by Prof.
Boa' in the Forum is but one 01
the.., as Britain's royal chair, going
back more or leas authentically to the
times of Alfred, and still preserved, Is
not the only one which the line of
British sovereignty has pressed by a
good many. A single indubitable seat
which had received the crowned Caes-
ars, one after another, from Octarlis
to the ending of the line, would be a
trophy to accumulate upon it the glow
of history till all its dim courts and
aisles were flooded with its radiance.
CORN AT THREE DOLLARS.
Under the Clever Manipulation ed
Women It Brought That
Price.
Up in Pike county, Missouri, where
the me nano ever gallant and Liss wo-
men Lair and full of sweet charity, a
band of mixiern Ruths has set a my
record pries for corn, and incidentally
atidel to the coffers of the poor, reports
Ohs St LOUIS Repablia.
It was in Frankford that the pricea own pose to three a?./lars a bash*/
ander the viewer maalPuiatlon of env*oral eharetehle women, who sold theta
niseniags Is the public smears tor the
sense of eleserity.
The wawa of the Oemberland Fres-
Intense Miumeh of Freaklord lest weak
set shout to rates mow tor the pont
of Utak ann. Messrs. M. J. and SW.
tier Wheat% tbaiti a 100d of 00r0 banfarm. Yeet outside the city, mom
*Sid they would go into the Ileld,
pother the sass and husk the grata
Ibeineelves.
The women edly ameePted the east
sad, peodearteg a farm vas and s span
of talky Missouri mules, set shoat
their task.
Ten woman, each providing lasratal
with a lona, set out one morning late-
ly at nine o'cl000k, leaving Franklird
and driving out to the Jones farm.
Driving into the Said they started to
Work, and by half-past two that after
boon had husked enough to fill the
impsto overflowing.
Thee, after a hasty Mee of lunch,
they ermitoeceed the return trip to
Pranidord, driving into Main street.where they auctioned off the grain.
Standing in the public square in
front of her husband's bank, Mrs. S. W.
Jones sold the corn to the highest bid-ders. When the 31 bushels had been
sold there was $70 in the hands of tbe
gleaners for the poor.
It was a good price, even for lithisourieorn to have brought, but it was notquite enough, and many of the gallant
purchasers donated their cereal per-
chases to be resold.
Thea the auction began over again,and when the last bushel had been re-mold there was an additional $20.50 foe
the poor, the 31 bushels having brolighla total price of $90.60.
Grades of Society.
"Mm. Nulty is not in Mrs. Billyuno
set at all."
"What's the difference betweenthem?"
"Mrs. Billyuns says the hcoiltys
not in such genteel business as them
AWOL"
"Iksth Made their money with thisame commodity."
"Yes, but with a diffeernee. TheMaltys dealt in erode petroleum while
the Mirans made their pile in refinedeil"-Baltlmore American.
Napalms.
The Mat Man stood disconsolate.
"I doe't ears If &shoot keeps or not."he lamented. "lisen't every girl sineithe beginning of time said she wouldn't'mere neer
Herewith he dismally waited for thelinal bast up.-N. Y. Sun.
Taking No Risks.
"De kunnel give you dam ol' boots?"seree-en Javiator put 'em on esMove now.'
"Wbat tik?"
"Ter steam de snakes out er 111111"--Atia11/4 Conftlint-100.
Strong Fresh
SPICES
Are a revelation of richness
and delicious to the housewife
who has already used "ordinary"
spices.. Our spices are
and fresh, having the strength,
-
pure.
aroma and fine Remora which
nature alone can give. Use


















121S 4th St. •-
- -
That run-down, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
' Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
The specific for all malaria. Had
cured others. Will cure you.
Price so Cents Per Box.
BACON'S.
DRUG STORK..
Seventh and jaskaon Bt. P1140ne 231
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILWAY BULLETIN
Louisville, Ky., Horse Show: Dates
of sale September 30th to October
6th. 1906 inclusive, limit October 8th,
Round trip rate $8.3o.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Sep-
tember 30th, October 1st and and,
1936. limit October 6th, 19°6. Round
trip rate $.6.95.
Lexington. Ky., Fall Races: Dates
of sale October end to 13th, tgo6
inclusive, limit October 14th. 1905.
Round trip rate
Louisville, Ky.-Grand Lodge, F. Ii-Sr A M. Grand Chapter R. A. M.
Dates of sale October 15th and ifrth,
tgo6, limit October 20th, 1906. Round
trip rate $6.95.
Nashville, Tenn.,-State Fair: Date
of sale October 6th and 8th to 13th
inclusive, 1906, limit October i5th,
1906. Round trip rate $475.
Asheville, N. C.,-Missionary Con-
ference Protestant Fpiscopal church.
Dates of, sale October 22nd and 23rd,
1936, 'Unit Novembsr 5th, 1906.
Dallas, Tex., International Assoc-
iation of Fire crigmcrr. Dates of
sale October 6th and 7th, 1906. Lim-
it 21 days. Round trip rates $21.00.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLECORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Ciminnati . 8:20 a.m.Leave 
 12'01 p.m.
teaveThrov  IllorCtweenellb°Berech ...... •31.: :28 Pan-
 - .











Mime leeducah  












Memphis  aci p.m.New Orleans 10:33 0.01
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NOIRT BOUND tot-8o1Leave Nashville  8:ici a.m.Leave Hopkineville  11:20 LIMLeave Princeton  2:35 p.m.Arrive Padoeah  4:15 p.m.Leave Paducah   615 p.m.Aerate Cairo 







































• • • • • • • • 
• • • • 4••• • •
 • • • •
Trains marked (*) ran daily except Sunday. All other trains rumclay. Trains 103 and Ime carry through sleepers between CInciamad.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and too sleepers between Loville, Memphis and New Orleans. Train. flot sad 822 sleepers betweenPadecah and St Louis. Train Sot come-lets at East Cairo with Chicagosleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Padsoah, Ky.R. PRATHER, Thaw 'Agent, Union Depot, Padreah, my.F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lc *mile, Ky.JOHN A. scorrr, A. G. P. 'A., litirriPailk Dealft9. 0. HATCH,rt. P. A., Cling% MtW. H. BRIIrs: D. P. L. IL DOW Rt.
"Of course I will dance with you,
but if you dont' mind ,wont' you
please use Your handkerchief?"
The man looked at her blankly a





It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
was ••••••••••••••••
OS • 1• •SO • • •WNW., ••••••••••
Start Today to Save a Little

















































Ihouse St° to a m.,
7 to 9 p. at.





Practice in all the courts of the
State. Both Phones 31.
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-a Broadway.
11.1.Rivers, M.D.
OFFICE iaci NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 396 Office ass
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER
Will practice in all
tacky.
courts of Ke '
___ __ _.,..___
C. NANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1707 Meyers SI.
TeeepAsee 377.
—
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.) •
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 130






Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY.
E. H.PURYEAR p 1
Attorney-at-Law
Rooms s and 6 Reg,istor Building






OLIVER, OLIVER & 1111GREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear haul I
Marshall County; Paducah, Kr
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 14. Old 'Phone 484
Dr..B. Tiliall
_.
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tall f
North Fifth. Both Phones 355. t




- For All Purposes •I to 300 horse power. Best, chtsgo- .,
est and mast economical. o
Special attention to electric light- ti
ing plants. .,
HARRY E. WALLACE, 
II
Panacea. Ky.. ... .. .i
a(
h
A. S. DABNEY L
—Dstrrtitr—
Tsunami
, na.. us- OM It4r I. •
EYE, RAE, NOW AND
THROAT.




St. Louis and Tennessee River Pick-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oat of Paducah.
SO nn For the Round Trim U U Tennessee river & rettir
It is a trip of pleasure, constnt
and rest; good service, good tahl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea*
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jar




Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00t
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berthhscladd.
MOUND TRIP TO CAIRO, P.M
five or over $1.5o each, within&
eals; Sa.00 with meal..
Good music on all the boats. Pot
urther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Oen. Pass. Agent








WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-




Pictures, 191p3osis a, Certificates
Water and Oil Whew.
Motto, and Cambers
turned right up to data in five mba













Also to Asheville, Idendersoeviile,
revard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Spires
d slimy other resorts In the "bled
I the Sky" and buntfful "Sapplarr
>untry of Western North Carolina,
ering a high altitude, bracing
mate, picturesque mountain scenes,
d splendid hotels.
Send two tent stamp for "Land of
IC Sky" bdoktet and other hand-meli illustrated literature.
3. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
xington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
Agent, LowIrrille, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Creel. Pass.
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
GEO. A. NEWMAN, JR., RAISES
HIS BID FOR KENTUCKY
TRACTION GRANT.
And Gives Bond for $25oo to Com-
plete the Road as Provided
for by the Ordinance.
Louisville, Sept. 26.—George A.
Newman, Jr., has prepared a commu-
nication to the general council which
will be presented at tonight's meeting
offering to bid $to,000 for the fran-
chise desired by the Kentucky Trac-
tion company, the Ordinance for which
has been amen-died providing for the
granting the use of certain streets if
$5000 is paid
Mr. Newman offers to deposit a
certified check for $25o0 as evidence
of good faith and agrees to give bond
for fe25,000 to complete the.so_ad
providecriniirdinance Mr. New-
man's offer is as follows:
"Louisville, Ky., Sept. 25, too6.—To
the Honorable Board of Councilmen
—Gentlemen: There will reach your
board tonight an ordinance, as
amended by the board of aldermen,
in which it is proposed to grant for
$5000 to the Kentucky Traction com-
pany the right to use certain streets
its the western part of the city for
railway purposes.
"This ordinance, as passed origin-
ally by your honorable board, pro-
vided for no compensation to the
city for the proposed franchise, but
as the result of an offer made by me
the board. of aldermen amended the
ordinance providing for the payment
Of $5000.
"I have asked that an ordinance
be introduced in your board, covering
in addition to the streets asked for
by the Kentucky Traction company
several other streets, and in this con-
nection I wish to say:
"I. If this- franchise is sold I will
agree to bid therefor the sum of Po,-
000, and as an evidence of my good
faith I will deposit upon demand a
certified check for $2500, to be applied
on the purchase price in case I am
the successful bidder—or to be re-
turned in the event the franchise sells
for more than $io,000, and is bought
by someone other than myself, or,
"a I will give $10,000 for the fran-
chise proposed to be granted.
"3. I will enter into a bond with
the city in the sum of $25,000 that the
road, as proposed, will be built as
provided in the ordinance, and will
give your board such other azici fur-
ther assurances as you may require
of my readiness to carry out the terms
of the ordinance.
"4. As a citizen, I am vitally in-
terested in seeing the city realize as
much as possible from the sale of
public privileges, and in my humble
opinion $io,000 will be a small price
to pay for the proposed grant.
"I feel sure that the committees
which will consider these proposed
ordinances and your board as a whole
will dispose of the matter in the way
that will yield the largest revenue
to the city. Very respectfully yours,
"GEORGE A. NEWMAN, JR."
Sports At a Glance.
Jockey Dave Nicol, premier rider
on the American turf, came near
&owing at Humber, near Toronto.
He went paddling in a leaky craft,
which sank. He was rescued in an
exhausted condition. Ncol was taken
to a hotel and .t was half an hour
before he was out of danger.
Samuel Alexander, a New York
bookmaker, who was stabbed by a
tailor named Keltman, is dead.
Turfmen at Hamilton threaten to
leave unless the syndicate • ring is
is ithdrawn. .
Salvidere has been insured for $50.-000. He will be sent to John E.
Maddens Hamburg Place to spend
the winter.
Jack McKenzie, of Philadelphia,
went ntio the ring at Portland', Me.,
when not in condition01 and he is deadas the result of blows dealt by his
opponent, Terry Martin.
James R. Keene's castocs, 'nclud-
ing Claud Duval„ Charivari, Molesey,
Piertlot, Slippery, Variant. VoxPopuli, Yorkist, Nogl, Suffrage, Pan-
tonne and Von Tromp, will be soldnext Saturday.
j-le Blew His Nose.
A young Corvallis girl is very
Charming, but, like a great many oth-
er charming people, she is poor. Shenever has more than two evening
gowns in a season and the- ruin of one
of thent is alitais a serious matter to
her. She went to a little dancing
party :ast week, and she wore a brandnew white frock. During the even-
ing a great big red-faced, perspiring
roan come in and asked her to dance.
11, wore no gloves. She looked at
s wellmeaning but moist hand de-
spairingly, and thought of the immac-
ulate back of her waist. She hesi-
tateed a bit ,and then she said with a
winning smile:
"Why, certainly," he said.
Ang then, he took out jijs hapsiker-chief and blew his nos•e.-LToledo,
Ark., Leader.
The fact that the Ohio building atthe Jamestown Exposition will be a
reproduction of Adiena, the home of
Thomas Worthington, • governor ofOhio from 184 'to , IBIS, lends new
interest to a fine old house. When itwas built it was the most stately anduxitrious mansion in a wide region
northwest of the Ohio.
NON-VOTERS ARE MANY.
leldiets and Duelists" Are Barred In, Florida--Other Odd
Premising.. -i I
Ryan one of the 45 states hes Idifferent law as to vottng, sad the Pr•visions of theme elealdon laws operiblte exclude from the eareage in milstate those who retain It In soother.Thu. F1or149 excludes "Mate anddisellipts," tbs. two abides being auepatently Included me clam.






mop* Dow rowsmad laaatles impasr. 1111talhin&tenemaludei Indiater. Id trot Oltaaanintbeam eseindee Chtnamem, bed not birdlitsa. Balsa includes 'Indiana andnausea" is one satogrwl, and 100.6'Øn Waldo Indians and duettists.Tema Ms a weeping warden. 11ballades "knots, pampers, lonatisr, WATT — 'Weed Stites solittera, seamen andinertnea." The purpose el Mho prowl.lion is to prevent soldiers of armypints In Texas from voting there ifthey hall from other stated. lad Isastt reminder of the reconstructionpaid, for Indiana and Ohio have theMoe provision of law.
California exeltides idiots, Chinese,the insane, and those found gailty offelony, making no distinction betweenthe four dames. Idaho eretodes big-▪ and polygamists, but Utah hasno snob provision. death Dakota es-eludes thoee oonvicted of treason, andNorth Dakota has a like provision,though prosecutions for treason Iitheme two states are practically un-known. Misideeippi groups togetherin the winded chug "persons whohave not paid their taxes and bilearn
Michigan excludes the **seconds" atlibels and Minnesota Indians "lackingeastoms of civilization." Tennesseeraises no qualifications a.s to sanityand Wieconsin excludes these who belon elections in that state,
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
()ream of Golden-Brown Used to
Lend the Appearanise of
Sunburn.
nt is a new idea," said the per!inner. "I began It by way of a jokeIt is selling like hot cakes."
Me rubbed a little of the odd creaman the hack of his hand, alp!' le, hiswhite, soft hand was as brown as a
"We have become such an ent-ofdoor peophk" he said, "'Mat a fine gold,brown sunburn is nsore highly prizedus than the most delicate rose andlily bloom
"With this Idea In mind, I expert,mented till I found a harmless creamthat would give the effect perfectly of• gold-brown ranborn_. and that woulddisappear gradually, in a week or two,as real inintrarn does.
"I put this cream on the market.Prom the start It sold tremendously,Ken and women alike buy It. And itIs bought not only by the clerk orstenographer, who never gets out inthe sun, but often by the rich Idler,whose life is altogethrT an orien-•frone, since the latter very frequentlysunburn, in an ugly way—an inflamed,scarlet skin, blisters, peeling—and myPreparation changes all teat. givinghim the only sunburn that is worthwhile. the gold-brown one.
Where I sell one Jar of skin bleachI sell two of this gold-brown sunburn
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
Acquired a Vic.ous
Taste.
"The clay-eatem are hardy, but paleThe clay is a deep yellow, withgreCooth, sweet taste, something like yel•low jack molasses candy."
The ethenologist had just returnedfrom North Carolina, where he had beetstudying the famous colony of clay.eaters.
"They are all of English descent," hecontinued, "and they talk with smarked English accenL They are a lit,tie ashamed of their habit. They denyit at first to strangers. But this sham.soon disappears
"The clay is eaten raw, cut into roundcakes. Sometimes it is breaded, anserved with molasses or maple sirupSometimes, again, it Is mixed wallSweet potatoes in a pudding. •"I tried IL The taste was sickeningto me. I could no more have eaten (hiloathsome stuff than I could have eatena plug of chewing tobacco.
"The clay Is found near the mineralstreams. They ate it first from hunger,due to crop failures. But they eat it nowas the Chinese eat oplpm, because theyhave formed a vicious taste for It."
For Charity.
He—Was your charity entertainmentsuccessful 't
• 1...1.4.1111.9r,
• ••• 1:61 I
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
FRIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC





Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W.' WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL ESTA.77'n. IFESTERN Kswroacy mug3. nArtsoprrtn.y PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WiSTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LISTFREE TO EVERYBODY.. SEND FOR IT.
Er.DG R W. WiliTtrigiost.r... Pdjr..kso,
a+ Me4•Msw--"e I I ;t..> t•s1W-:
jE. COU LSON,
.1.P LUMBINOIUI
Steam and Hot Water Heating,




SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FLIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO! ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
BIJSINkSS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thoroughcources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch typewriting, perunanship, cor-respondence, spelling, commercial law, banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc..Call or write for beautiful new catriog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL""P'endld We had a "Val Um% THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
all our pictures In the ps.pc a, and•veryt1ody said we did Just lovely. Wetook 14 $2,000, too.
-The I suppose you cleared quite anice sum for the hospital."
"Well—nt t exactly. You see, the er.meta were very heavy and after thecostumes and the carriage hire, eelVaL.A911IbIll.1434 the banquet to the par-fOrmers were all paid for, It left onlyabout $60 for the hospital. But even'.body said it vu a big succese."—Balti-more American.
•
Between the Eyes.
"It will be soon enough, Miss Ciludia-gle, if I return this book the next timecall,
y tatwon, ncl eritra.l
zShn
, Mr. Faseo hdriY .A. The Regiater, delivered, 10c per week-nl &iwithin the next ;ix monthsChicago Tribune, 
ALL 
 i•Guy Nance. Lee Nance. M. Nance, Embalmer
GUY NANCE & SON
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residence 218 South 3rd Street.























OIL OAK FLCORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRI
ED, HOLLOW BACKED AND,POLISHED. TWIN BRAND--OUR OWN MAKE










+ + + 4. + +
Mr. G. H: Love and wife of New
'mit will arrive Suncay to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Robert B. Phillips.
Mr. J. F. Rogers goes to Union
City. Tenn., today on business.
Dr. A. H. Flower of Boston, Mass.,
arrived last night to Visit Mrs.
Bettie Buckner.
Mr. James Tagg and wife of
Battle Creek, Mich, are visiting Nees.
George M. Tagg.
Mrs. W. P. Gatlin and Miss Eliza-
beth Parker of Murray are visiting
Mrs. C. L. Acree.
M. Chalice Fe. Richardson and
wife have returned from Mont
Eagle, Tenn.
Mr. T. W. Dolberry of the post-
office has returned from Dawston.
Mr. Al M. Foreman will return
today from visiting in Kansas City.
Mrs. Frank Waht and daughter
Dorothy go to Memphis, Saturday to
visit. They will be accompanied by
the former's sister. Mrs. W. H. Kan
e.
Mrs. Elliott Mitchell and daughter
Elizabeth, of Moberly, Me., have
returned home after ;visiting the
former's sister, Miss Zula Cobb.
Miss viola Ullman has returned
from visiting her sister, Mrs. Henry
Strom of Louisville.
Miss Katie Nunemacher goes to
Ashville, N. C., today to visit Mrs.
A. M. Beadles.
Mrs. A. 'L. C. Acklin of Hunts-
ville, Ala.. is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. J. W. Tyler of 333 North
E'ghth street.
Col. Victor Van de Male is in
Illinois this week on a drumming
tour.
Attorney James Colognaneof Mur-
ray, is in the city.
Miss Flora Pendley of 918 Broad-
way, left yetterday for Nashville, to
re-enter Ward's sem;nary.
• -Me. George Powell, the whiskey
drummer, has returned from a tour
through thle. state.
Lieutenant Wm. Reed has returned
the Evansville recruiting office,
;neer coming here and accepting s'ev-






pr ,criptions have been en-
trusted to the care of
our Paescription Depart-
ment. We are very much
gratified by this enormous
patronage ,of the most im-
portant branch of our busi-
ness, and we wish to assure
the people of Paducah that
we are redoubling our ef-
forts to give them the best
possible service.











Edward Hayden Goes to the Reform.
School for Breaking Into Nel-
son's Drug Store.
Joseph A, Daniels, a well known
farmer, was yesterday in the circuit
court at Benton, given two years in
thc penitentiary tee the charge of
s:ealing 133 ties from Om lot the
liolcomb-Hays Tie company had
stored at Haddox's Ferry, ten miles
above this city, on the Tennessee
+ 
river. Manager James Bugg of the
+ +
tie company, returned last night from
Benton, where be prosecuted the
case. He leaves today for Florence,
Ala., where he maintains his head-
quarters.
To Reform School.
Edward Hayden was given a trial
yesterday at Benton and ordered
tarried to the state reform school
et Lexington, to be Wept several
years. It is claimed that he broke
into the Nielson drug store of that
neighboring city a number of times,
each instance stealing sums of money
and other things. Finally 'he was
detected.
The boy is t6 years of age and
belongs to one of the best known
families of Marshall county.
at the branch office. The lieutenant
retiarns agains Saturday.
Miss Ludie Lewis of Greenville,
Ky., is visiting her brother, Mr.
Harmon Lewis.
Mrs. H. M. Atkins of Huntsville.
Ala., is visiting her daughter. Mrs.
J. W. Tyler of North Eighth.
Mrs. J. C. White'Ind son of Prince-
ton, are visiting the family of Rev.
C. E. Perryman.
Miss Susie - Morton has returned
from spencrinrethe summer at Flat
Rock, N. C.
Mrs. T. C. Baskette of Clarks-
ville, Tenn.. has returned home, after
visiting here.
Mrs. J. B. Barber is visiting her
parents in Hopkinsville, Ky.
Miss Hattie Wallace of Grand




September Term of Circuit Court
Begins at Carlisle.
Carlisle Ky., Sept.26.—The Sep-
tember term of circuit court, conven-
ed here yesterday for a three weeks'
term. Judge L. P. Fryer was very
severe in his charge to the grand
jury, charging them to investigate
most rigidly all violations of the local
option laws and the illegal sale of
liquors.
The docket for the term k not a
Nory large one ther• being but fifty
cases on the appearance docket, with
several old cases. There is no crim-
inal docket of any consioquence.
CITY COMMITTEE
Meeting not Held on Account Quo-
rum Not Being President.
Last evening the city democratic
committee was to have met at the
City .Hall, hut on account of a quo-
rum not being present the gathering
was postponed until tomorrow night.
The committee meets to officially
count the votes cast in the demo-
cratic primary held one week from
today.
"23" FOR MEL.
Friends Entertained With a "Skidoo"
Party Last Evening.
A very jolly time was bee last ev-
ening by a crowd of friends who were
entertained by Mr. Melvin Byrd at his
home on Trimble near Tenth street,
with a "skidoo" party, compliment-
ary to the twenty-third anniversary of
leis birth. Many amusements in keep-
ling with the appropriateness of the
•,occaeion were indulged in, and a hap-
'py evening spent.
RILEY PITMAN IN 
7++++++........
POPULAR WANTS
HALL oF FANIE 4 * + • + + + + + + + + + +
WANTED—Boys not under n5
years old with w'heels. Excellent
opportunity to learn telegraph busi-





GIVEN HIS HEROIC DEED,
OVER COUNTRY.
Courier-Journal of Louisville Publish-
ed Yesterday a Commendable
Editorial.
41..11 /0m•
The heroic deed of Riley Pitman
in killing a mad dog several days ago
near Third and Clark streets in this
city is attracting the attention of the
journals and people over the country,
considerable commendation being ac-
Corded him for his brave act. The
Louisville Courier-Journal, one of the
greatest papers of the South, even
writes an editorial upon the unusual
deed, and comments as follows in yes-
terday's issue:
"Somewhere in the list of heroes
should be placed the name of Riley
Pitman, of Paducah, the blacksmith
who caught a mad dog with his bare
hands and broke its neck after it
had bitten a little girl.
"There are physicians who contend
that the mad dog is a myth and that
not one case in zoo is a genuine case
of rabies. Nevertheless the cry of
mad dog sends a thrill of horror down
the spine of the nerviest skeptic.
There are not many men, however
brave, who would care to tackle a dog,
mad or merely provoked, with any-
thing less formidable than a gun, or
club. • el
"Here is the account of the occur-
rence sent out from Paducah:
"'Pitman rushed out and seized the
dog, which snapped his finger. He
got a grip on the animal's hind legs,
and, whirling it over his head,
brought it down on the curb, breaking
its neck and killing it instandly. The
wounds of both victims were Mimed.
iately cauterized." •
"Tie jump into the river to save a
drowning person appeals to the dra-
matic instinct that is in every man.
To rush into a burning house and
stagger through the smoke bearing
the burden of the inanimate form of
a person half suffocated is the dream
of every boy who has reached the
age at which deeds of daring appeal
to the imagination. To face a firing
line is not only a comparatively easy
duty to even the man of average cour-
age, but is almost a positive pleasure
to many men who would not consids
er themselves heroes or be considered
heroes. But 40 get out into the street
barehanded and throttle a dog which
has manifested every symptom of hy-
drophobia require, courage of a su-
perior brand. There are probably few
who would dare as much to prevent a
child from being bitten. Fewer would
essay the feat merely.to rid the com-
munity of a pest and prevent further
in'schref.
"The name of Reliy Pitman should
be remembered."
The ladies of the First Christian
Church will be pleased to fill any
orders for paper flowers for the
Horse Show. Call up Mrs Frank L.
Scott or Mrs. Geo. Wallace.
FOR RENT. Nicely Furnished
Room with all conveniences. 837 Jef-
ferson. 3t
WANTED—Boy between to and
14 years old, to help in drug store.
Must be well recommended. Apply
at store at Eleventh and Jackson.
FOR RENT—One front room with
board. Mrs. Rook, 433 Clark st. et
FOR RENT: Nice large room at'
329 South Third St.
FOR RENT-5 room house with
bath and sewerage connections 423
Adams street. Apply to 302 N. 7th
Sc Phone 1325.
FURNITURE bought and sold.
Williams, 538 South Third street.
New phone 9ooA.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 SouthaThird street on short no
t cc.
• 
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempe-
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write English. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
NOTICE
Highest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
sill-220 Court Street: Old Phone
1316A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
NATIONAL MAN.,
Mr. Sargent Will Be Here to Deliver
Address at Immigration Con-
vention.
1
 Hon F. M. Sargent, commissioner
general of the department of com-
merce and labor for the United States
has written that he will be here to de-
liver an address October sth, durirsg
the Immigration convention held in
this city. He is a leading authority
upon immigration, having been in
close touch with this subject all his
life, and wIl be greeted here by the
hundreds coming to the gathering.
Democratic Committee.
The city Democratic committee is
called to meet tomorrow, Wednes-
day evening, at 8 o'clock, at City
Hall, for purpose of canvassing the
vote of last Thursday's primary. All
neerbers arc urged to attend.
A. A. BERRY'. Chairman.
In London on September 4 there




Mule Shot and Killed Yesterday by
the Veterinarian.
W. M. Benson, a farmer moving
from Ballard to Union county, pass-
ed through here yesterday with his
household effects and stock. In the
bunch was a mule with an "open
joint" leg on which it could not walk.
Humane Officer Thomas Sanders had
Veterinarian Wtarner exarnine the
animal, and the latter pronouncing it
hopeless ill, the mule was shot while
in front of Henry Gockel's bakery on
South Third, in the presence of a
large crowd of people.
I
People can afford to wear plenty of
mourning for a relative if they were
remembered in the will.
438 South Second
The Greatest Books of *
the Year
Tides of Baruegat (F. Hopkinson Smith) 
The Fighting Chance (Robert W. Chambers) .  
Coniston (Winston Churchill) •
Jane Cable (Geo. Barr, McCutchen) .
Rock in the Baltic (Robert Barr) . 
The Lady Evelyn (Max Pembertone . . 
Doc Gordon (Mary E. Wilkinh) • 
fleas books are the biggest sellers in the United States and







D. [Wilson at IlarboursDepartment Store
lhe Place for Late Beds, New Music and Fine Statioury.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. ▪ - Residence Phone 726
We have on hand
For Sale:i".
3 Horse Power Motor.
• s Horse Power Motor.
I 5% Horse Power Motor.
I 8 Hone Power Motor.









Ti yn j mPawnbroker.
in the city—money loaned on all valuables at the 'owest interest--all
business strictly confidential.
Just Received a Big Lot
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such as I. C. Smith.--
Parker-La Feever etc. We have the Remington automatic shot gun.
Also Bargains in ah
kinds of p stols, watches, diamonds, rings and the most complete line
 of
musical instruments in the city'.
We also have a complete stock of traveling bags—prices 
are right.
211 Broadway 211. IP kat. enieeennate. maw .....eeilleasaNker
Subscribe For The Register "
Dont Wait 
BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
Genuine Tradewater
TOO LONG Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PR BEFOR.E YOU BUY
COAL
.ICES 
West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED. "1!-:..71101011
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio Both Phones:--254
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